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Information is one of the most valuable resources we have, and the primary
way we access information nowadays is via search engines. Unfortunately,
written language is rife with inconsistencies and ambiguity, which can cause
many problems, including Vocabulary Mismatch, when authors use differ-
ent words to describe the same thing. In a text retrieval search engine,
Vocabulary Mismatch can be addressed with Query Expansion: adding
more words to a user’s search query, such that it contains a more broad
vocabulary. If expansion terms are not chosen carefully, query drift can
occur, which is where the query’s semantics drift away from what the user
meant. This thesis proposes two methods to mitigate query drift directly.
The first, Term Frequency Merging (Chapter 7), modifies the ranking func-
tion by accumulating the term frequency of each expansion term with its
respective original query term under the saturation function. Accumulating
frequencies in this way prevents over-boosting words that have dispropor-
tionately more expansions than other words. The second, Query Context
Selection (Chapter 8), is a more restrictive expansion term selection pro-
cess that prevents the inclusion of expansions terms that are semantically
incompatible. This is done by using the semantic context shared by the
original query terms to select the expansions that most strongly relate to
the original query as a whole and ignore the expansions which are likely
spurious. The results from both experiments are promising as they both
outperform no-expansion and näıve-expansion. Notably, there is significant
improvement where query drift has caused the most damage. However,
other query reformulation approaches like Blind Relevance Feedback still
outperform the two proposed methods in many test cases.
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“Science, done right, is one of the humanities.”
— Daniel C. Dennett
On a train station platform in Auckland, NZ, there is a florist. This florist has a
till, sticky taped to this till is a sign, a homemade sign by somebody who’s quite good
at Word, ‘cos they flipped the sign into landscape. On the sign in bold letters, it says:
NO INFORMATION
PROVIDED
What is THAT!? That sign may well have just said, ‘I HATE EVERYONE!’ What
sort of fact hoarding monster is this? Do they expect to defend their life in a competitive
game of trivial pursuit? At the time, I was midway through buying some flowers, and
I asked the florist what that sign meant, and she said to me in quite a pompous tone of
voice “It means... we don’t provide information”. I had to resist my ninja-like comedic
instincts to say “well... let’s cast our minds back to what literally just happened”.
Instead, I asked her what kind of information do they not provide, to which she said,
“you know... where things are, what time the train leaves, where the toilets are... stuff
like that”. Where the toilets are!? She refuses to point out amenities to the people who
might desperately need them? Would she refuse to locate the handicap access to the
disabled? Would she refuse to locate the station’s defibrillator to a person in cardiac
arrest? This woman was genuinely telling me that if a 47-year-old businessman runs
to her, sweat on his brow, blood on his shirt, eyes dancing with the terror of an infant,
frantically spluttering: “quick, help me, please, I’ve been stabbed, where is the first aid
kit?”, she would willing choose to say “Oh-no-no-no... read the sign... bleed quietly...
and learn your lesson.”
1
I understand the exasperation at the world that leads one to put that sign up. We
have all, at some point in our lives, felt the frustration of other people and the lure of
isolation. We have looked at the world and seen it for what it is, and the one reasonable
response is to not want to be a part of it. But to have that feeling, and to go home and
laminate that feeling, are two different things. Of course, it is easier to refuse to provide
information to someone. It’s easier not to engage with other people’s lives and their
problems because oftentimes their problems will contradict your own. The very things
that cause them pleasure bring you pain. Why would you help someone else when they
are clearly the problem with your world. Rich people blame the poor; poor people
blame the rich; old people blame the young; young people blame the old; left-wing
liberals and right-wing conservatives blame each other; atheists and fundamentalists
blame each other; vegans and carnivores blame each other; genders blame each other;
races blame each other; car drivers and bike riders blame each other, tea drinkers and
coffee drinkers —it’s about time that fight kicks off. Surely the one conclusion we can
draw from this equation of deferred responsibility is that we are all fundamentally, to
a greater or lesser degree, the problem with the world, though we rarely admit it. It’s
too easy to fall into the trap of looking out your metaphorical window at the world and
reaching the conclusion that the problem with the world are people that aren’t you.
Right now, I’m wearing slippers and have just made myself a sandwich. It’s difficult
for me to see exactly how those actions bring harm to the world.
It is a betrayal to deny someone information. Surely it is our duty as people to




“Who among you can laugh and be elevated at the same time?”
— Friedrich Nietzsche
This thesis contains much more social and theoretical analysis than is typical of an
information science thesis, especially in these earlier chapters. However, we will quickly
move on to the literature review and empirical research with practical applications.
The previous chapter (Chapter 1) made the case that access to information should
be a fundamental human right. This chapter concerns the history of information,
a brief chronology accounting for its place in human culture and how our ancestors
created, shared, and destroyed information and concludes by discussing if our modern
information systems are any better. Chapter 3 explains modern information retrieval
systems (search engines). Chapter 4 covers written language as the primary medium
used by search engines, introducing many linguistic concepts used in our experiments.
Chapter 5 covers linguistic methods used to improve a user’s search query, primarily
query expansion. Chapter 6 outlines the experimental conditions, including a search
engine, a data set of search queries, and a linguistic ontology. Chapter 7 and Chapter
8 each propose novel improvements to query expansion, specifically addressing the
problem of query drift. Chapter 9 discusses the limitations of our experiments. Chapter
10 concludes the thesis with some thoughts on why natural language processing can
be such a difficult task.
The initial research question was: can we improve search engines? This thesis
answers a more specific research question: can we measurably mitigate the query drift
caused by query expansion? Spoiler alert! The answer is: yes. However, it’s probably
best to avoid causing query drift to begin with.
3
2.1 A Brief History of Information
The second half of the second decade of the third millennium is in the midst of the
digital information age and has been for my whole life. The entire collective wisdom of
humanity is readily available to everyone through the information superhighway. No-
table exceptions of this triumph of humanity are given to the Amish, members of the
Gloriavale commune, high-risk offenders, North Koreans, and the uncontacted tribes
of the Andaman Islands. It does seem politically incorrect to equate religious funda-
mentalists with criminals, a totalitarian kleptocracy, and pre-agricultural civilisation...
but it is factually correct. I sincerely believe that the primary directive of information
retrieval is to facilitate access to all information for every living person on earth... even
if it does breach The Prime Directive.
(a) Cave Painting. (b) YouTube Video.
Figure 2.1: Information does not change, but the format clearly does.
(a) Restoring ‘Great Hall of the Bulls’, painted by humans 17,000 years ago.
(b) Pablo, in the documentary ‘Visite à Picasso’, painting a bull 71 years ago.
The technology used to represent information has advanced substantially across the
millennia of human history, from pictograms of aurochs scrawled onto the surface of
palaeolithic cave walls (Figure 2.1a) to a digital motion-picture (Figure 2.1b) beamed at
the speed of light from a solid-state drive in YouTube’s Datacenter through an optical
fibre submarine cable crossing the Pacific Ocean, all the way from the west coast of the
North American continent to New Zealand, down the South Island’s backbone, through
a complex network of exchanges, routers, and switches, entering my computer’s CPU at
the speed of light, causing trillions of transistors to switch billions of times every second
to magically transform this cross-continental signal into a video of Picasso painting a
Bull, or otters holding hands, or a panda sneezing.
We are truly Gods, beyond the imaginings of our past selves.
4
2.2 The Birth of Books
A picture may be worth a thousand words, but language is our primary format for in-
formation. Archaeology tells us, it was during the Bronze Age when we first attempted
to ensconce wisdom from the storytelling tradition into a permanent written record.
Information on parchment and papyrus survived for a thousand years or more, far be-
yond the 34-year life expectancy of palaeolithic humans1. Writing as technology was
cheaper, easier, more portable, and more space economical than stone carvings. These
extant documents include: The Epic of Gilgamesh, Rig Veda, I-Ching, Brahmana, The
Torah, Homer’s Odyssey, Bhagavad Gita and Aesop’s fables. These codified oral ac-
counts are famously poetic, as they were designed to be memorized. The rhythm and
rhyme help preserve plotline for a much longer time.
These documents were written during a time when our primitive understanding of
causality led us to believe that a certain dance would cause rain to fall, stabbing a doll
that resembled our enemy would inflict actual pain, and uttering a curse would rouse
the wrath of God(s). This faulty logic is what we would now call “magical thinking”.
These thoughts reinforced by correlated events. Rainfall is inevitable regardless of any
prior dancing, but if you always perform a special dance during a drought, then the
eventual post-drought rain will always come to pass after your dance.
The smug atheist of today considers these significant documents as mere apocryphal
stories, fantastical fairy-tales, theological, and mythical in nature... which is not un-
true, but it detracts from the facts... these are our early attempts at understanding our
world. These are sincere attempts at academic scholarship that we now call: History,
Astronomy, Meteorology, Mathematics, Natural Science, Medicine, Cosmology, Psy-
chiatry, Ethics, and Metaphysics. Many ancient observations recorded as facts remain
facts to this day: trees grow tall, birds fly higher, and love is all-powerful. However,
these documents also contain the pseudo-scientific-mumbo-jumbo that we now call:
Numerology, Naturopathy, Acupuncture, Karma, Reincarnation, Spiritual Ascension,
Witchcraft, Voodoo, Baptism, Prayer and other occult practices. Many are provably
unharmful but also provably ineffectual, so they are often practised under the divine
blessings of Placeboeffectus, the trickster god of quackery and fraud.
Trying to extract moral wisdom or even useful information from these ancient doc-
uments is difficult, as they were written before the pursuit of knowledge had matured
into a rigorously reliable artform. Over the past couple thousand years, we have de-
1https://doi.org/10.1002
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veloped: Skepticism, Empiricism, Rationalism, Verificationism, Disinterestedness, and
Falsifiability, crucial skills needed to sculpt pristine sculptures of understanding from
the messy muck of reality.
2.3 The Greeks Wrote Books
Today, people take great pride in the number of books they have read, which is a recent
trend as for the majority of human history, nobody was expected to be widely read.
Even academic scholars read a measly pittance of books, but they read them well, and
they read them often. This is clear when considering religious cultures: the Muslim’s
Qu’ran, the Jew’s Torah, the Hindu’s Bhagavad Gita... Even the good citizens of
Ancient Greece were expected to know Homer’s Odyssey and The Iliad. These were
not just epic tales; they were comprehensive compendiums of wisdom, teaching courage,
kindness, honesty, and justice.
Greek wisdom survives through these Ancient Greek Myths, different from Modern
Greek Myths, like the long term sustainability of national debt. The secular wisdom
and philosophy of the Ancient Greeks form the structural foundation of western civi-
lization. The most famed philosophers are the big three. #1: Socrates, who gave us the
examined life, the interrogative method, and he also taught #2: Plato, who formalised
justice and ideas, and he taught #3: Aristotle, the first aristocrat2 and polymath, the
most influential of the three as he wrote the most prolifically. He is credited with di-
viding worldly knowledge into the disciplines that persist to this day: Physics, Biology,
Mathematics, Ethics, Politics, Art, Poetics... Although not everything Aristotle wrote
is revered; he propagated the geocentric solar system, that slavery is necessary, that
the speed of falling objects is proportional to mass, and that women are the inferior
sex: as they are passive, more deceptive, complain more, and have fewer teeth!3
From this era survives the work of countless great thinkers: Pythagoras, Zeno,
Euclid, Archimedes, Eratosthenes, and my two favourites Epicurus and Diogenes of
Sinope. Along with the invention of writing, the other major catalyst for the informa-
tion boom of Antiquity was the invention of currency. Money facilitated individuals
to accrue wealth, allowing them to spend less time toiling and more time writing.
Currency was not an isolated incident; it spread fast, giving rise to cross-continental
merchant trade. The Silk Road united the span of Eurasia; from the West to the East,
2Strictly in a linguistically non-anachronistic sense.
3I too would complain more if Aristotle accused me of inferiority after undercounting my teeth.
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there were massive escalations in book learning. In the East, this period of history
is known as the Hundred Schools of Thought, as there were so many thoughts being
taught. The most influential thinkers were: Confucius, founder of Confuciusm; Bud-
dha, founder of Buddhism; Sun-Tzu, author of The Art of War; Laozi, author of the
Tao-Te-Ching; and the apocryphal man Zarathustra, who spake thusly. The thinkers
in Persia, India, and China existed simultaneously but largely independently of the
Ancient Greeks. While fine silks, wealth, and disease managed to traverse the chain of
merchants across the breadth of Eurasia, scholarly information did not, largely because
of the cascade of language barriers but also because commercialising ideas directly was
not feasible. Thankfully patent law fixed this problem until patent trolls ruined it.
2.4 The Romans Burned Books
Greek thought began to spread across the Mediterranean after Aristotle’s student,
Alexander the Soon-to-be-Great, decided that Greece was a bit too small and not
enough people spoke Greek, so he began a campaign of murder until everyone else
agreed. Following Alexander’s example, everyone else really wanted to have a go at
global domination, and for a few centuries, the Mediterranean was consumed with
murderous warfare. During this period, vast swathes of literature were lost, science,
philosophy, poetry, incidentally destroyed as military generals burned cities in conquest.
The Platonic Academy was destroyed by the Roman dictator Sulla during the Siege
of Athens in 86 BC, 38 years later in 48 BC (this was back when we counted backwards)
the Great Library of Alexandria was burned, likely by the Roman dictator Caesar
during a military invasion. The Great Library of Alexandria was one of Antiquity’s
most significant research institutes; it held approximately 100,000 books and scrolls. All
of them were destroyed during a military invasion, a fitting end to a library indirectly
named after Alexander the Great, the man famed for military invasion.
The Roman Republic, triumphant in warfare later succeeded by the Roman Empire,
held sovereignty over the West. After they decimated most of Greek culture, the
Romans then appropriated what was left: Zeus became Jupiter, Democracy became
Imperialism, Shipbuilding became Road building, slavery remained slavery, and wine
remained wine.
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2.5 The Christians Burned Books
Around this time, some whippersnapper called Jesus started preaching love, forgive-
ness, and magic tricks. He said killing was not groovy, so they killed the proselytising
raconteur and occult magician. In the following couple of centuries, Christianity was
outlawed in Rome. If alcohol prohibition has taught us anything it is that activi-
ties become infitely more appealing when outlawed and you cannot stop people using
their bathtubs to make moonshine and bootleg baptism. The clandestine Christian
movement reached a tipping point in 313 CE when Emperor Constantine proclaimed
Christianity legal in the Edict of Milan. In 380 CE, Emperor Theodosius proclaimed
other religions heresy in the Edict of Thessalonica, and encouraged the people to in-
flict the will of heaven onto the heretics. By 400 CE, the Roman Empire was in rapid
decline, and the rise of Christian dominance was in full swing.
Unfortunately, the early Christians were responsible for far more destruction than
the Roman’s were. They deemed most scholarship heretical and morally corrupt, as
little of it credited God directly. They purposefully burned books, not as an unfortu-
nate byproduct of war, but with malevolent intent, they defaced books and paintings,
smashed statues and temples of education, in a repugnant display of viciously violent
fanaticism. From the ashes of the Greco-Roman world arose churches of worship; Phi-
losophy and science were replaced with scripture and reverential poetry. Worse still,
under the oppression of Christian orthodoxy, fewer books were published, progress was
stifled, education of the masses waned in favour of blind, ignorant dogma.
What the early Christians started, the Goths, Huns and Vandals continued. Cen-
turies of progress was irretrievably lost, with religious zealots largely to blame. Some
estimate that as much as 90 percent of the literature of antiquity was lost [92]. Most
of our knowledge of Antiquity survives through partial fragments, brief summaries,
and later commentaries. Less than a quarter of Aristotle’s works survive4. Most other
scholars were not as lucky; the Epicurean philosophy of happiness persisted as a popu-
lar lifestyle for centuries until Christianity deemed it heretical. And of Epicurus’s 300
works, almost nothing survived, and it’s still more than most [53].
How crippled would our future society be if the works of Shakespeare, Newton,
Einstein and Freud were lost today? This was a dark end; religious extremists,




2.6 The Muslims Saved Books
The 1,000 year period between the fall of Rome, and the rise of the Renaissance,
between the 5th century CE and 15th century CE, was a dark time. Under feudalism,
cultural and economic deterioration plagued us, as did actual plagues. We call this era
the Dark Ages or Middle Ages... however, the Middle East calls this era The Islamic
Golden Age. My Anglo-Christian education failed to inform me of this information
boom.
At the heart of this era was the House of Wisdom in Baghdad, a library that
homed academics who rivalled the Ancient Greeks and preempted much of Renais-
sance philosophy. After the Prophet Muhammad wrote the Qur’an, the Lexicographer
Al-Khal̄ıl wrote the first dictionary. While one of these books was taken as gospel,
the other was an actual significant human achievement. Mathematician Al-Khwarizmı̄
—Father of Algebra— revolutionised Algebra, Arithmetic and Trigonometry with the
bleeding edge technology of Hindu-Arabic numerals. Polymath Avicenna wrote “the”
textbook on medicine which prevailed until the 19th century CE. His “flying man”
thought experiment explicated the mind-body duality that the Christian philosopher
Descartes repeated 600 years later with “Cogito Ergo Sum”. Why does Descartes
get the credit? Philosophy is Groundhog Day, and language barriers between cul-
tures impinge progress. Most importantly, the Islamic scholars of this era recovered
some books from Ancient Greece... they translated these works, wrote commentaries,
built upon them, adopted their ideas, which unfortunately included much of Aristotle’s
misogynistic opinions, which were used to defend their own misogynistic practices: like
a pre-millennium Christian using the Bible to defer the blame of their own rampant
homophobia. However, the foundation of modern scholarship rests on Aristotle’s shoul-
ders, and if they had been lost, our progress could have been set back centuries, so we
thank our Islamic ancestors.
Unfortunately, history repeats itself. In 1258 CE Baghdad was sieged, The House
of Wisdom and its contents were destroyed, the Mongols were to blame, lead by the
notorious Genghis...
“KHAAAN!!!!”
— Admiral James T. Kirk
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2.7 The Europeans Refined Books
Thankfully, not all was lost. Another era of information began when Catholic scholars
rediscovered Aristotle (from Islamic commentary) around 1200 CE, 15 centuries after
Aristotle’s death. Fibonacci reintroduced and popularised the Arabic-Hindu number
system; Thomas Aquinas gave us Scholasticism; William of Ockham gave us Ockham’s
razor, and Duns Scotus gave use the pejorative “Dunce”. Unfortunately, this rising
force of scholastic scholarship ended abruptly in 1346 CE with the Black Death, the
largest population decimation in human history, taking a mere four years to kill half
of all Europeans, faster even than COVID eradicated Trump supporters.
Across the globe, there have been many information booms, separated by informa-
tion winters, caused primarily by warfare, disease, and the bigotry of the religious. It
was not until the mechanical printing press was developed in the mid 15th century
(1440 CE) that an information boom could permanently take hold, as books could be
produced at a rate significantly faster than they could be destroyed.
The rest of the Scientific Revolution is well known here in the west; we tend to
wear our Anglocentric knowledge on our smug sleeves, we keep it right next to our ig-
norance of other cultures. Francis Bacon gave us The Scientific Method. Galileo fought
religious opposition for heliocentrism after Copernicus failed to. Newton, Descartes,
Kepler, Leibniz, Spinoza, Pascal, Shakespeare, Locke... all thinkers in the same gen-
eration that were not lost, most notably Gutenberg himself, who invented the ma-
chine that literally immortalized his name. Followed closely by Voltaire, Euler, Hume,
Kant, Rousseau, Watt, Gauss, Darwin, Schopenhauer, Hegel, Schelling, Kierkegaard,
Spencer, Freud, Hilbert, Twain, Nietzsche, Planck, Curie, Jung, Einstein, Schrodinger,
Wittgenstein, Heidegger, Koestler, Gödel, Turing, Grice, Camus, Feynman, von Neu-
man, Tesla, Austin, Lacan, Popper, Foucault, Derrida, Sagan... a never ending list,
but dominated largely by German men (i.e. citizens of the Holy Roman Empire 2.0).
This simplified narrative above, the history of information, is pieced together from
extant documents. It’s incomplete because it leaves out precisely what has not survived,
including even what we are unaware of what has not survived. If you doubt any part
of this historical timeline you can check Wikipedia as a source of truth, I know it’s all
on there because I put it there myself.
I would argue that the greater loss of war is not human life but rather the irrepara-
ble loss of information itself. The life of any individual is highly overrated. Death
cannot be prevented, only delayed. However, we can prevent the death of informa-
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tion. Information can be immortal, and helping information achieve immortality for
our future generations could be humanity’s greatest achievement.
2.8 The Obsolescence of Books
This brings us to the latest information era, the era of digital information, which
started around the birth of the world wide web, a few years before my own birth. We
now have an interconnected network of digital Information systems which have heavily
changed almost every aspect of our lives, in both trivial and significant ways. It has
affected commerce, politics, education, mass surveillance, and most notably in the
acquisition of pornography. It’s also responsible for an abundance of misinformation
and disinformation, like political propaganda, vaccine scepticism, and the Berenstein
conspiracy. Such extravagant information replication and proliferation would not be
possible with the antiquated paper system of antiquity or word of mouth before that,
which is fantastic! As I sincerely believe in unrestricted freedom of information. I
cannot fathom a good reason why any knowledge should be forbidden or censored, for
when it is, there immediately becomes a sectarian divide between those who know and
those who do not, an imbalance that can be used to exploit and manipulate. Even
if dissenting ideas are seen as vulgar, objectionable, or spark controversy, they should
still be openly shared because there cannot be progress without direct confrontation
of controversy. If everyone agrees with the status quo, the status quo will persist long
after its expiry date.
“I may not agree with you,
but I will defend to the death your right to make an ass of yourself.”
— Oscar Wilde
The impressive immediacy of information transmission the internet allows should
only increase the rate of progress. However, it is not soley my responsibility to fully
explicate the ethics of digital information. I will leave the rest of the proof as an exer-
cise for the reader. My primary ambition is to improve the platform that distributes
information. It is, however, an immutable fact that there is an abundance of knowl-
edge, more than ever in human history, directly at our fingertips. Information Retrieval
directly mediates our access to almost all of this information, from the carefully con-
structed digital libraries of academia, arts and science, to the vast open plains of the
world-wide-web, and the underbelly of the darknet (e.g. page three of Google). But
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despite the technological prowess modern internet search engines claim to have, I am
still unable to find a serious meaning in the TV series finale of Lost or find a good
reason as to why banks are unable to transfer digital currency between databases on a
Sunday. There is obviously much progress to be made... the truth is out there!
“Scientia potentia est” (knowledge is power)
— Francis Bacon
It’s widely believed that having knowledge gives you power, which it does, but more
than that, knowledge itself is power, and humanity is directly subservient to it. We are
dedicated to the pursuit of knowledge, and our livelihood depends on knowledge, but it
does not depend on us. The essentialist’s knowledge exists independently from us; only
our own awareness of knowledge depends on our own existence. We willingly search
it out, increasing our awareness of it, stacking it up into teetering towers of unread
books, filling halls of libraries, gathering dust to symbolise our collective knowledge
despite individual ignorance.
What is the difference between knowledge and information? Some say [64] that
there is a hierarchical relationship between wisdom, knowledge, information and data,
which is thus:
Data ⇐⇒ Information ⇐⇒ Knowledge ⇐⇒ Wisdom
There is heaps of data on the net, and provided our perception of time appears to
be unidirectional, the amount of data will not reduce (Assuming bureaucrats do not
burn the Internet). We have managed to amass thousands of years of culture, art,
science, technological development, and photographs of spiralized courgettes served on
toasted pumpernickel at upmarket high street cafes tagged unironically as #bourgeoisie
on Instagram. And many of us humans have an urge to retain all of this “stuff” for
the future benefit of future peoples, for the prosperity of posterity, for nostalgia, and
oftentimes... just ‘coz.
Data can be recorded from almost any source. We can even algorithmically gen-
erate any arbitrary piece of data. All we need is a surplus of immortal monkeys and
unbreakable typewriters to generate anything, the majority of which would be worthless
noise. This kind of data is noise; it has no meaning or practical usefulness. However,
the information content could be quite high, as uniform-random data has high entropy
due to its lack of predictability.
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Information is data with a provided context; it has some meaning and practical
usefulness. We measure information content by its predictability, not by its perceived
importance or usefulness. This leads us to the counter-intuitive notion that uniform-
random noise contains more information than deliberately structured information. The
imposed structure on data provides predictability through redundancies (assuming un-
compressed data), e.g. for a document written in the English language (part of the
context), a ‘q’ is very likely to be followed by a ‘u’, even if it is written on a QWERTY
keyboard by a Qantas pilot flying to Qatar. The difference between the white noise
received on a near-obsolete FM radio and a .mp3 of “A Candle in the Wind” ; the
difference between the echo of the Big Bang’s background radiation received through
a UHF antenna and a .mov of a cat playing the piano.
Knowledge is a wider concept than information; it takes into account the full
breadth of the information’s context. It describes the connections between pieces of
information because facts do not exist independently floating in a void but rather
within an interconnected network. A collection of related pieces of information is
called a knowledge base or an ontology—an intricately structured model categorising
things and their associated relations. A popular model for a digital knowledge base
is the Resource Description Framework, representing associations as edges within a
directed multi-graph. The great thing about these kinds of knowledge bases is that
you can deduce new information by following a chain of inferences, which is far more
difficult to do with Relational Databases or Associative Key-Value-Pair Maps.
I assume that all knowledge is perilously close to assumption. Any inference exists
on a spectrum between a justified deduction from all the readily available evidence and
a bigoted generalization. This is because any knowledge base (digital or mental) is
incomplete and full of inaccuracies. Any good knowledge base is not temporally static.
It acquires new information and corrects itself over time. Knowledge is rarely consis-
tent. There are frequent exceptions, caveats and contradictions, making it impossible
to be certain about almost anything. However, biological minds can still make material
inferences and predictions about our reality through an intuitive approach, an enig-
matic fuzzy-logic5, rather than a strictly rational system. Our minds have the ability
to extract the information from our experiences into ordered schemata and patterns
of association, generalisations from which we can intuitively infer. This is why when
I was four years old, I told Mum, “I don’t want long hair because I don’t want to be a
girl.”. This does not mean the pursuit of truth is futile, but it is important to maintain
5Some might say faulty cognitive heuristics.
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the clarity of the epistemological hierarchy at all times.
Wisdom is based on the practical application of knowledge and entails either an
individual or collective belief in its perceived validity. I can say “The chicken came
before the egg”, which is definitely a piece of knowledge6, but whether it is universally
accepted as truth is contentious, and whether it is useful is unclear.
Here’s a more serious example, proverbial wisdom I hear often:
“Reliance on digital media is corrupting the youth of today.”
— Conventional “boomer” Wisdom
This is definitely data; there’s an informational context; it is relevant and strongly
associated with many aspects of my (and your) contemporary lifestyle. But is it wis-
dom? Is it wise to live our lives by it? Only time and God can tell. And since I can
hear neither time nor God, let’s contrive a prophecy!
We know that historically the introduction of other forms of media caused widespread
scepticism and, in many cases, mass panic. When television became popular, there was
fear that we would never talk to each other; we would stare at the fluorescent screens
like zombies; there would no longer be a conversation over the dinner table ever again.
Telephones were also thought to end the family’s chat-chat as the phone’s ring would
draw attention away, attention spans would be disrupted because you would be con-
stantly interrupted. Going back even further, to when writing became hip in Ancient
Greece, literacy was considered by many to be degenerate and decadent, and your
memory was expected to deteriorate due to neglect. There was a genuine fear that
people would not cultivate their memory since one could write everything down and
lazily refer to it later. Now since you are likely reading this sentence in print, I shall
refrain from convincing you of the value of literacy; you’re already part of the system,
it’s too late for you.
I would not claim that digital media is all pristine peaches and refined roses, but
the benefits surely outweigh any detriments by orders of magnitude. So it stands to
reason that fearing the rise of digital media is merely unfounded speculation, which
is in line with the human tradition of delusional mass panic. The uncertainty of the
future is certainly frightening; we have no assurance that anything will be O.K.7. The
existential malaise is omnipresent. It’s natural to justify this fear by contriving an
argument against the unknowable effects of digital media or some other new-fangled
6Especially if one trusts Genesis 1:20-22
7O.K. a joke from the 1840s, an ironic misspelling of All Correct (Oll Korrect).
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technology. Because there is no genuine prophetical oracle, there cannot exist any cer-
tain affirmations that would dissuade the conservative pessimists that plague progress.
But with patience, time will prove wrong the negative Nancy’s and doubting Thomas’s
who fight progress, as it has done, again and again and again. I, for one, do not mourn
the loss of the hunter-gatherer jobs that were lost during the rise of agriculture.
That was supposed to be wisdom, of a polemic flavour, centrally about the value of
digital media and information retrieval. The point is, we should rejoice, as it appears
there are more signs that our society is heading towards a Star Trek utopia, not a Mad
Max dystopia. The next chapter explains how modern search engines work, and we will
also begin the enquiry into what prevents clear communication between information




“A serious and good philosophical work could be written consisting entirely of jokes.”
— Ludwig Wittgenstein
Information Retrieval (IR) is the data-driven field of Computer Science dedicated
to creating systems that can retrieve specific piece(s) of information on request from
within unfathomably massive bodies of information. It is integral to: genome mapping,
spam filtering, plagiarism checking, recommendation systems (YouTube, Netflix, ...),
and unsurprisingly: search engines, which are the primary focus of this thesis. Search
engines are the IR systems that allow people to retrieve information from medical
databases, academic libraries, and the World-Wide-Web. Commercial Search Engines
include: PubMed, Google Scholar, and most notably Google Web Search1.
3.1 Information Need
When a user wishes to know something, we say they have an information need; they
desire to obtain some specific piece of information. A system created to satisfy an
information need is called an Information Retrieval Engine or a Search Engine. What
makes a good Search Engine? A quality search engine should be intuitive to use,
quick to retrieve, also accurate and comprehensive in what it retrieves. For example, a
doctor may have an urgent need to know the treatment for Chronic Decollatio2. From
a database of medical knowledge, a competent search engine would provide all possible
treatment options. no more; no less. Retrieving all the relevant information and only
1At the outset of my Master’s research, I hoped Google would eventually hire me, but now I would
rather keep my soul uncorrupted.
2What are the long term side-effects of decapitation?
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the relevant information promptly and in a user-friendly way is a monumental task,
considering the potentially tremendous amount of data to be sifted through.
For Web Search, a user’s intent is commonly classified into these three broad cat-
egories: Informational, Transactional, and Navigational [10]. Navigational intent is
when a user does not know, forgot, or cannot be bothered typing a web URL. Transac-
tional intent indicates the user is looking for a web service or resource, e.g. ecommerce
purchase. Finally, Informational intent is when a user wishes to learn something. In
web search, around 50% [10] and 80% [42] of all web searches have informational intent;
they are also the hardest to monetise3.
3.2 Search Query
Before the search engine can fulfil any informational requirements, the user must com-
municate their desire(s) through a request known as a search query. The query is a
representation of their information need, which is understandable by the search engine.
Queries are often expected to be plain text but could be any form of media (e.g. image,
sound clip). Text queries can be processed by one of three main retrieval systems:
knowledge, data, and text [60].
Knowledge retrieval is the most sophisticated of the three and requires complex
linguistic comprehension of the query. From answering simple trivia questions to more
abstract problem solving, knowledge retrieval aims to emulate the cognition of a human
mind if it were infallible and more omniscient. Deep learning’s advances in Natural
Language Understanding (NLU) approaches (e.g. OpenAI’s GPT or BERT) already
outperform non-experts [112]. After the query has been “understood”, the system then
traverses a highly structured and content-rich ontology (knowledge graph) to generate
an answer specific to the user’s request. Commercial examples include Google’s Knowl-
edge Graph [101], and WolframAlpha, the freely available Computational Knowledge
Engine [116].
Data retrieval also makes use of structured information: spreadsheets, relational
databases, or even ontologies. The main distinction from knowledge retrieval is that
the queries require a structure that is not a natural language, e.g. Structured Query
Language (SQL) for Relational Databases. These formal query languages are technical
in nature and are not intuitive to use. Not only must the query language’s grammar be
learned, but specifics of the data structure must also be known. Therefore, the barrier
3But not impossible, e.g. obscuring academic papers behind a paywall.
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Query Information
Knowledge Retrieval Natural Language Complex data structure
Data Retrieval Structured Simple data structure
Text Retrieval Unstructured (ad-hoc) Unstructured / Semi-structured
Table 3.1: Comparison of retrieval types
to entry for the average user is reasonably high. Another difference is that the system
does not generate information per se; it can only retrieve a subset of its containing data.
The caveat is some fancier query languages allow for explicit processing directives,
which perform minimal computations on the retrieved data.
Text retrieval is the most common system. It is designed for unstructured, semi-
structured, or information that has a structure but is unknown to the retrieval system.
This makes it ideal for websites, newspapers, books, and any other text document for-
mat. This is why it is often called Document retrieval. Although text retrieval usually
retrieves entire documents, there is also Passage Retrieval which retrieves excerpts from
within documents. Text retrieval performs search tasks not through “understanding”
information but rather through probabilistic assumptions between the user’s query and
the relevant documents.
Many text retrieval systems support meta directives, much like data retrieval. For
example, Boolean Retrieval supports boolean operators within the query, e.g. the NOT
operation excludes query terms. Most commercial systems support various directives
to help the IR system, including “double quotes” that make terms required and/or
define their order.
The queries in text retrieval are unstructured, much like knowledge retrieval. The
query is required only to be a string of word(s); however, there is no expectation
the user will adhere to the language’s grammar rules or even be comprehensible by
conventional standards. This is often called ad-hoc retrieval, and a series of keywords
is often sufficient to form an ad-hoc search query. Most contemporary internet search
engines accept this kind of free-form query construction. A query has a much higher
chance of success if it is somewhat well-formed, but a quality search engine can handle
typos, misspellings, even incomprehensible gibberish. For example, if one types a
query into Netflix by mashing the keyboard in the chaotic, higgledy-piggledy manner
of a fat-fingered, drunken animal:
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“asdf;ksa;llfsdfsadfasdk;lfjasjfdk;lasfjldfjsafjdsl;fjajfdlksaj”
Netflix will suggest children’s TV shows.
3.2.1 Unstructured Information
Internet websites are the most accessible source of unstructured information, but they
are not the only type. An information retrieval system can be constructed for any
digital information store, so long as the information store can be discretized into a
collection of documents. The content of a single document varies depending on the
information domain (e.g. academic journals, web pages, images, audio files). Herein
we will be focusing only on text documents for text retrieval. The grammar in text
documents is ignored by default; they are considered a mere sequence of words (lexical
tokens or terms). Documents may also be considered semi-structured, which is when
parts of documents (e.g. headings, sections, paragraphs) have been tagged (e.g. XML).
The collection of all documents accessible to the IR system is called the corpus
or document collection and is often massive, in the order of multiple gigabytes in size
and potentially significantly larger. We will not be discussing the processes involved
in acquiring a collection or adding structure to the documents. You may: scan books
at your local library, illegally download ebooks from Library Genesis4, or flout the
temporal boundaries of reality to recover scrolls from The Great Library of Alexandria5.
We only require that the documents be converted into digital files so that they can be
searched.
3.3 Estimating Relevance
Documents are considered relevant if they satisfy a user’s information need. It is a
binary value judged by the user themselves, either explicitly stated in user studies or
implicitly assumed from the user’s behaviour. A text retrieval system cannot ever know
for certain which documents are relevant, there is always an amount of uncertainty.
The output of a relevance model—Retrieval Status Value (RSV)—is interpreted as an
indicator of relevance, or the probability of relevance, as outlined in the Probability
Ranking Principle [47] (PRP). There are many relevance models which all essentially
perform the same task, they compute some statistical similarity between the document
4Libarary Genesis is located at libgen.is should you wish to avoid it.
5I am seeking a research grant for this project.
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vocabulary and the query vocabulary. For example, if the document contains most
(or all) of the query’s terms, then the document is assumed to be relevant to the
information need.
3.3.1 Term Matching Model
Term matching estimates relevance by directly matching document terms with query
terms, i.e. the terms that co-occur in both the document and the query. The document
which contains the most query terms is considered the most relevant. The document
which contains the fewest or no query terms is considered the least relevant. In short
relevance of a document is proportional to the frequency of query terms. Query terms
are connected with an implicit OR, so it is not required that every query term occurs
in the document.
Näıvely searching through each document in the collection and counting the occur-
rence (frequency) of each query term can be too slow for interactive search, which is
why term matching implementations precompute an index from the collection. The
index structure most commonly used is the Inverted File which is much like the index
at the back of a book, except instead of a minimal set of keywords, every word in the
collection vocabulary gets an entry in the alphabetised list. Each entry in the Inverted
File has an associated posting list which lists every document that the term appears
in, along with the term frequency (tf ). Our example documents will be “fruits.txt”,
“iPod.doc”, and “apple-pie.pdf” with respective document ids: 1, 2, and 3. If the word
“apple” appears five times in the document “fruits.txt”, 12 times in the document
“iPod.doc”, and eight times in the document “apple-pie.pdf”, then the posting list for







(1, 5), (2, 12), (3, 8)
]
Now, if a query includes the term “apple”, the system need only find the entry
for “apple”, which is quick given that the entries are alphabetised, then provide the
user with the three document ids in the postings list. An index may also record the
document frequency (df ), which is the number of documents that contain a particular
term. For “apple” the df would be 3.
3.3.2 Vector Space Model
An alternative to term matching as a relevance model is Vector Space. Imagine a
multidimensional space, V-dim, where every unique word in the collection vocabulary
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has its own dimension. Documents and queries can be placed in this space where their
coordinates on each axis are equal to the frequency of each word in the document.
Relevance is estimated from cosine similarity within the vector space or the Euclidean
distance if we normalize for document length.
3.3.3 Query Likelihood Model
The third relevance we will look at is based on Language Modeling (LM). The Query
Likelihood Model considers sequences of words as conditional probabilities. Language
Models have seen huge success in speech recognition, search engine autocomplete, and
predictive text on smartphones.
Let us consider a language model not as a word predictor but rather as a random
word generator, and every unique document in our collection has been generated by a
unique LM. Each of these LMs can be prompted to generate a string of words that have
the same vocabulary distribution as the original document6. Each word does not have
an equal chance of being generated, but rather each word’s probability is relative to its
occurrence in the original document. For example, the language model for The Holy
Bible would generate the word “miracle” more frequently than the language model for
Darwin’s On the Origin of Species (specifically 2.5x more frequently, see Table 3.2). A
language model for Islamic religious texts would likely generate the phrase “Peace be
upon him” immediately after generating the word “Muhammad”, as it is the Durood
Shareef tradition prolific in Islam.
The Query Likelihood Model estimates a document’s relevance by the likelihood
that its language model would generate the user’s search query. Most language mod-
elling implementations for IR are unigram models or Bag-of-words models, which as-
sumes the word order and grammar are not important, but the occurrence (or fre-
quency) of each word is important. Unigram models are often sufficient for text re-
trieval as queries are considered to be ad-hoc. Bi-gram and n-gram models account
for word order, but they are much less efficient and suffer from data sparseness, i.e.
documents and collections too small to calculate comprehensive and accurate models
from.
6I attempted to generate jokes with a Markov chain implementation of an LM with zero success.
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The Holy Bible Origin of Species This Document
Word count 780,913 208,515 36,881
“miracle” count 30 3 17
“the” count 55,708 14,767 1,810
“miracle” proportion 0.0000384 0.0000144 0.0004609
“the” proportion 0.0713 0.0708 0.0491
Table 3.2: Word counts of “miracle” and “the” in The Holy Bible (NIV edition), On
the Origin of Species (6th Edition), and this document itself.
3.4 Ranking
The core of any Search Engine is the ranking function. It is the algorithm that calcu-
lates the relevance score for each document, then sorts the documents by descending
relevance. The document with the highest relevance score is placed in the top rank; the
second most relevant document gets the second rank, etc... A fast and simple ranking
function is sorting by term frequency, i.e. the document which contains the most query
terms is ranked the highest. However, this simple approach is not the most accurate.
Currently, the most accurate way to rank documents is with machine-learned ranking
(MLR) or learning to rank methods. The downside to MLR is the comparatively slow
speed on massive document collections. For interactive web search, users expect re-
trieval results in a few milliseconds, and the web contains billions of documents, which
is why modern web search performs ranking using both MLR and more simple ranking
algorithms [2]. This is known in the literature as a multi-tier ranking pipeline [84], a
cascade of document filters incrementally reduce the document collection into a more
manageable size. The lowest tier performs top-k document retrieval, reducing billions
of documents down to a few million (or a few thousand). This smaller subset of the
document collection is then re-ranked in the higher tiers with much slower but far more
accurate MLR methods. The focus of this thesis is on the lowest tier of the ranking
pipeline.
3.4.1 TF-IDF Ranking
Näıve ranking assumes that all words in a language are of equal importance, which
they are not, as some terms are more discriminating than others. The most common
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word in both Darwin’s seminal book and The Holy Bible is “the”, occurring roughly
once every 10-20 words (see Table 3.2). This probability is similar for many documents
written in English. If a query and a document contain the term “the”, it does not
necessarily indicate relevance to the information need as most documents contain the
word “the”. We are most interested in terms that uniquely identify, what we might
call discriminating terms or content bearing terms. These words are identified by being
uncommon across the collection but overly-prevalent in specific documents. A word like
“miracle” fits the description and would easily discriminate documents about miracles
from documents with no association with miracles7.
The most common words in a document collection are called stop words. They may
be explicitly excluded in a relevance model as they are almost always grammar particles
(e.g. articles, conjunctions, prepositions) and carry little to no information. However,
US linguist George Zipf has provided a much better way to handle these common words
in what is known as Zipf’s law [122], which is analogous to findings by Claude Shannon
described independently around the same time [99]. It is a language phenomenon that
is proven to be found in over 50 human languages [121]. Zipf’s law was brought in to
IR research in 1972 by Karen Spärck Jones [48], who stated that if we plot the rank of
words in decreasing order against their frequency, it matches a discretized power law.
There is an exponential relationship between a word’s occurrence across a document
collection and its ability to discriminate documents.
Spärck Jones suggested that terms could be weighted by the inverse of their collec-
tion frequency, as a measure of term specificity, which later became known as inverse
document frequency or IDF. It is normally calculated as the total number of docu-
ments N divided by the number of documents which contain the term dft. If terms
are weighted by their IDF, it will boost the contribution of content bearing terms
and diminish the contribution of non-discriminating terms, which has proved to be
extraordinarily robust and forms the basis of the many ranking functions in use today:








Improvements on Spärk’s IDF include taking the log of the quotient, as the contri-
bution of inverse document scores do not scale linearly but rather sub-linearly. Also, the
inclusion of parameters for the estimated number of relevant documents and smooth-
7According to Table 3.2, the word “miracle” is more prevalent in this document than The Bible.
Is this document about miracles? The fact I managed to finish this thesis is rather miraculous.
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This allows content bearing terms to have a larger contribution to the relevance
estimate, and common words like “a”, “the”, and “and” to have negligible contribution.
3.4.2 Okapi BM25
TF*IDF has many variants and influences, including Okapi BM25, one of the most
successful retrieval models. Okapi BM25 (BM25) is a probabilistic relevance ranking
algorithm devised by Robertson and Walker in 1994 [90]. Its mathematical foundation
is a unigram Language Model based on research by Harter [39], who showed that a
document’s terms could be modelled as a mixture of two distributions, each with differ-
ent means. One distribution of terms appears uniformly random across the document
collection and provides little value for search, and the other distribution of specialty
terms which are far more valuable for search. BM25 assumes that all term frequencies
conform to a Poisson distribution, a discrete probability distribution where subsequent
document terms are modelled as events in time.
The other key idea of BM25 is the notion of eliteness. Every term in the collection
vocabulary is thought to represent a concept. Each document can be about one or more
concepts, where aboutness is an unknown feature of documents. If a term appears in a
document and the document is about the term’s concept, then the term is elite for that
document. For example, both The Holy Bible and Darwin’s Origin of Species contain
the term “miracle”. However, only The Holy Bible is about miracles. Darwin’s book
is not about miracles. So the term “miracle” is elite in The Holy Bible, and it is not
elite in Darwin’s book8.
BM25 treats documents as a linear combination of two Poisson distributions, one
distribution for elite terms, the other distribution for non-elite terms; see Figure 3.1.
Since aboutness is unknown to the retrieval system, the eliteness is a hidden variable. It
is also a binary variable; either a document is about a concept or not, the term belongs
to either one of the Poisson distributions. Relevance is estimated from the probability
of term eliteness rather than term frequency directly [9; 39; 90].
8This example was chosen intuitively as an illustrative example but is also mathematically sound.
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Figure 3.1: BM25’s 2-Poisson term distribution(s)
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In practice, BM25 can be viewed as an extended TF-IDF model, see Equation 3.3.
It performs a sum over every term t in the query Q, where each summand is a product
of an Inverse Documents Frequency (IDF) component and a Term Frequency (TF)
component. The IDF component is usually a variant of the RSJ weight, and the TF
component is the 2-Poisson representation of the LM. BM25 provides two tunable pa-
rameters. The first is k1, which controls the saturation point. Saturation is a feature
that asymptotically diminishes the contribution of large term frequencies as proba-
bilistic relevance does not scale linearly with an increase in tf , but rather sub-linearly.
For example, the manual for my car mentions the term “Tesla” orders of magnitude
more frequently than most online reviews about my car. However, the manual is not
orders of magnitude more relevant to the query: “Tesla model S 100D review”. The
main benefit of the asymptotic limit is to prevent over boosting. If this is not done, we
risk one of the query terms dominating the rank and the less frequent —but equally
important—terms having a relatively inconsequential contribution.
The shape of the saturation function can be clearly visualized by fixing the param-
eters and plotting RSV against tf , which can be seen in Figure 3.2. It is clear that the
first few occurrences of term t have the largest effect, after tftd > 10 the RSV begins to
plateau. Figure 3.2 also compares the BM25 to unmodified TF*IDF, which increases
without bound.
The other parameter b, controls document length normalization. Early IR research
was intended for small documents, e.g. titles and abstracts, but with the scale of the
internet and faster computers, it has become expected to search on book-length docu-
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Figure 3.2: Comparing TF*IDF with BM25 (Ld = Lavg, k1 = 0.9, b = 0.4)
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Figure 3.3: Varying document length (Ld) in BM25 (k1 = 0.9, b = 1.0)
ments. BM25 is indifferent toward document length (Ld) since it normalizes for average
document length (Lavg). The parameter b adjusts the influence of the normalization
for collection-specific tuning (b = 0.75 by default).
The effect of different document lengths can be seen in Figure 3.3. The document
that is four times the average length takes many more terms to reach saturation, and
the shorter document requires fewer terms to reach saturation. This makes intuitive
sense since shorter documents contain fewer terms, it should not require as many terms
to be confident the document is relevant. Much longer documents like books necessitate
a much larger tf to be confident in the relevance. The longer a document is, the more
likely it will contain infrequent uses of words that falsely appear to be content-bearing
terms but used in non-elite ways, possibly in metaphorical ways, e.g. “miracles of
nature”.
BM25 has many features which make it ideal for practical implementations and
not just theoretical musings. If tf = 0 then the retrieval score will also be zero. The
RSV increases monotonically with term frequency, i.e. a rise in tf will never reduce the
retrieval score. Both vector space and language modelling have influenced BM25 and
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its extensions.
3.5 Problems With Relevance Models
One issue with ad-hoc retrieval is that it expects users to write adequate search queries.
Unsurprisingly users often fall short of expectations. Firstly, their queries are very
short. The majority of all queries contain only one, two, or three terms [34]. According
to Rand Fishkin, 79.18% of Google’s web search queries contain three or fewer terms,
and searches performed from mobile phones have even fewer terms on average [30].
With fewer search terms, the probability of them co-occurring within documents is
clearly lower than would be expected of a more comprehensive search query.
But the wider problem is using vocabulary to estimate relevance as it makes two
assumptions. The first is that the information content of a document is adequately
described by the vocabulary it contains. The second is that the information need of a
user is adequately described by the vocabulary the query contains. Individually, these
assumptions appear to be entirely reasonable, especially when considering a human
reader comprehending the information content. However, there is an unfortunate dis-
parity that arises when both of these assumptions are made. Essentially, the query is
written by someone ignorant about the vocabulary used in the document collection.
And conversely, the document authors cannot predict what vocabulary might appear
in a search query.
An extreme example of this disparity is obvious when considering the foreign lan-
guage barrier. If a monolingual English speaker searches for marital guidance, they
can type no query that will ever retrieve something written in Arabic, no matter how
relevant the Arabic document may be. This is a shame, as the Qur’an has many great
passages on marriage. That is not a glib joke. The Qur’an’s reformation of marriage
was progressive for its time: it forbade incestuous marriage (Qur’an 4:23); forbade
forced marriage (Qur’an 2:232); though it also allows men to have up to four wives
(Qur’an 4:3), no reasonable person would expect a 1,400-year-old moral codebook to
perfectly espouse modern ideals. At least it does not promote forced incest, like Chris-
tian Royalty in England practised.
3.5.1 Vocabulary Mismatch Problem
Documents written in the same language, on the same subject, with the same inten-
tion and focus, can differ greatly in the vocabulary used, also in the dialect and prose.
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This is because the document’s authors themselves differ greatly. They will certainly
have different cultural backgrounds, different social upbringing, different degrees of
education, and differing opinions on politics and wider ideologies. Their different expe-
riences colour the language of their writing. One author may write “Mad Cow Disease”,
another more medically trained author may choose to write “Bovine spongiform en-
cephalopathy” or even “BSE”. All those phrases refer to the same concept. They mean
the same thing, however, the language used to describe them bears little lexical sim-
ilarities, so relevance models that match terms between the query and the document
are unlikely to retrieve all the documents relevant to the user’s information need.
The vocabulary mismatch problem is rampant in human-generated text. Human
authors frequently use different words to describe the same concept. Even domain
experts will use different terms to describe the same concept. Experiments have shown
that the likelihood of two such individuals using the same term is less than 20% [33].
Research more specific to information retrieval has shown that “Queries dealing with
the same topic are extremely variable” [15] and that variation heavily affects retrieval
effectiveness [3]. The UQV100 (Unique Query Variability) is a test collection of 10,835
queries sourced from 263 workers who were asked to write queries for 100 specific
information finding tasks. The collection records 5,764 unique queries for those tasks
after normalization and spelling correction [4].
These aphorisms can sum up the Vocabulary Mismatch Problem.
There is more than one way to skin a cat.
Dermis and feline can be divorced by manifold methods.
TIMTOWTDI (There is more than one way to do it) — Perl wisdom
Quite clearly, the culprits of the vocabulary mismatch described above are syn-
onyms, different words which mean the same thing. While synonyms certainly impinge
on term matching, they are not the only cause; in fact, there are numerous ways vo-
cabulary between authors can vary. Language is inherently complex and nuanced, but
thankfully linguists have studied and documented many linguistic features. This is
clearly a language problem. It is clearly solvable with the appropriate application of
linguistic knowledge. In the next chapter we will investigate different features of lan-
guage so that we may make informed alterations to the way search queries are handled




“Quotes are for dumb people who can’t think of anything intelligent to say.”
— Bo Burnham
Academic prose is one of the worst culprits of semantic verbiage, where academic au-
thors are expected to overuse unhelpfully vague and ambiguous terms within academic
documents, with the understanding that the academic readers would expect precision
in their use of academic vocabulary, but oftentimes such an excessive level of exactness
leads to an impenetrable wall of technical jargon that can become intimidating and
incomprehensible even to other expert academics within the same academic field as the
original academic author, either through over specificity of specific phrases in different
contexts due to the natural semantic shifts of language, fuzzily defined boundaries of
prototypical categories, family resemblances of words —occurring in sense, meaning,
usage, and utilization, or simply degradation of language in general, commonly ob-
served in information retrieval research as the “vocabulary mismatch” problem or the
“term mismatch” problem, which can be immediately seen in the very same academic
prose that produces long and complex sentences which are unnecessarily verbose, ex-
cessively lengthy, overly technical, and can hinder understanding, interpretation, and
comprehension, and God forbid lead to miscommunication, seemingly appearing as
though an academic author has nothing meaningful to convey, but they persist in pro-
ducing ludicrously circuitous language in which to portray it with, if only to reach
some arbitrary word count minimum for some inexplicably vulgar reason1.
Is it even possible to write academic prose that is not boring?
1Sorry.
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4.1 Origin of Language
We cannot be certain of the precise origin of spoken language, as we developed Dic-
taphone technology well after we developed language. But we can be certain that
our ancestors had vocal anatomy [35], the tongue, the lips, and most notably the de-
scended larynx that allowed for a phenomenally diverse range of sounds, combined
with a primate’s proclivity for nonconscious behavioural mimicry, [114; 18]. It is safe
to assume that any sounds we made were imitated from one generation to the next,
a transgenerational game of broken telephone2. Monkey see monkey do. Mimicry is
not only responsible for the persistence of language, but it could also be responsible
for the origin of language. Our ancestors undeniably listened to nature, a crucial skill
that aided survival, finding food, and avoiding danger. A contrived example would be
the sound of a rattlesnake’s tail; the rattling sound is not language but is a threat; it
communicates useful information to those who wish to stay safe. Learning to imitate
animals would clearly provide an evolutionary advantage. Mimic a prey animal to lure
them (e.g. duck call), imitate the fierce growl of a predator to intimidate them, or even
reproducing the musical melody of a songbird to attract the attention of a cute Cro-
Magnon . Onomatopoeia as the origin of language was first proposed by Darwin in
1871 [24] and is still supported by many scholars today [117; 73; 27]. These ancient
protolanguages did not have meaning per se. They were more like spells that, when
incanted, affected the natural world to a survival advantage.
Modern languages are far from mystical monkey magic, they are precisely defined
in two parts, the words and their associated meaning (Signs and Signified) [19; 28].
Linguists have attempted to separate the two sides of this coin to consider them in-
dependently, but in everyday usage, they are tightly interconnected like the two sides
of a Möbius strip. Words exist in the real world as representations that can be shared
to facilitate communication. The meaning, however, exists only within our minds as
abstractions, unable to be observed directly3. A word —in text or speech— without
any clear meaning is pure nonsense to the listener, akin to the incoherent noise of a
foreign language. Sometimes, I stare at printed text until I begin to dissociate, the
typeface begins to look strange and unfamiliar, and like an optical illusion I refocus
my attention and the words reform as if their presence was normal; as if they were not
a complicated hallucination of my mind.
2This game is known as Chinese whispers in British English and téléphone Arabe in French.
3A thought unable to be articulated into words is not easily communicated, can you conceive of
such a thought?
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The fluent and literate comprehend a stream of noise/lexical symbols into under-
standing with astoundingly intuitive ease. It is sometimes easy to forget the symbols
themselves have no inherent meaning, only the meaning we impose upon them through
persistent usage. It is rare to consider the linguistic structures independently unless
composing poetic prose with rhythmic rhyming or witty wordplay. We should bear in
mind that digital machines see only the lexical form of words, lacking both the cog-
nitive programming and human experience to properly extrapolate meaning the same
way we do.
4.2 Word Meaning
Semantics is the branch of linguistics concerning words and their meanings. My per-
sonal background in Computer Science (and prior failure of high-school level English)
was inadequate preparation for this research. So I began with Routledge textbooks on
the English language: Key Concepts in Language and Linguistics [105] and Philosophy
of Language: A Contemporary Introduction [65]. I also read the work of Steven Pinker
[78; 79; 80], Bill Bryson [12], Robert Fogelin [32], and Geoffrey Leech [59]. A signifi-
cant part of this chapter comes directly from these readings, specifically the linguistic
concepts that relate strongly to IR research.
4.2.1 Symbol
The fundamental transactional unit of communication is the symbol, a real-world physi-
cal representation that is reproducible. Symbols can take many forms; a guttural grunt,
a hand gesture, or a cave wall pictograph. Around 2,000 BCE, Egyptians had about
800 different glyphs [62]. At a similar point in history, during the Shang Dynasty, the
Chinese had about 4,000 symbols [5]. Unicode 13.0 records almost 92,856 symbols for
East Asian Languages, but only 3,521 emoji [20]4. European languages get by with
comparatively fewer symbols.
What modern languages have in common is their symbols have both a phonetic
and orthographic representation, which is convenient as they can be spoken, written,
and easily transformed between these forms. The majority of this thesis will focus on
the English language, which has 26 alphabetical letters5. A sequence of these letters
4Unicode 13.0 has 143,859 registered code-points, 92,856 are dedicated to CJK (Chinese, Japanese,
and Korean), that is over 64%!
5Excluding thousands of Old English words and loan words, like dæmon, möbius, café, and näıve.
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with some assigned meaning is a word. In this thesis, a word is the generalised form,
whereas a term is a specific word instance found in a document or a search query. For
example, “lollygag” and “lollygag” are the same word but different terms.
Before symbols can be used for communication, to convey meaning, we must reach
an understanding of what each symbol symbolises and what each sign signifies6. But
what does it mean for a word to mean something? There are several distinct kinds of
meaning we should first distinguish.
4.2.2 Reference
A word reference is something specific that a word refers to or points at. The most
common referents are noun phrases and proper names, but broadly anything tangible
exists in the real world. For example, “my cat”, “Grumpy Cat” and “Mr. Bigglesworth”
refer to specific referents. It’s also possible for referents to exist in our collective
imagination, e.g. Zeus, Santa Clause, or Capt. James T. Kirk, or something in between
like “Zarathustra”.
4.2.3 Denotation
What a word denotes is no specific real-world thing that can be pointed at but rather a
mental schema or concept. It is the literal dictionary definition, some ideal character-
ization. In the example “I love cats”, cats are denoted as a general concept, conjuring
thoughts of the stereotypical cat, the maximally typical but hypothetical cat. It may
also be thought of as the class of all cats, alive or dead, fictitious or real. This denota-
tion also often entails the superclass of all cat-like things, including both cats and not
strictly cats: Sylvester, Tigger, and Bastet being: a cartoon, a cartoon of a plush toy,
and the Egyptian God of Protection, respectively.
4.2.4 Intension
Intension is any property or attribute associated with the referent or denoted concept.
For example, the word “cat” includes the intensions: “a small domesticated mammal
with soft fur, sharp claws, pointed ears, and a long furry tail, often kept as a pet,
to catch mice or worship like a god”. See Figure 4.1 for a pictographic explanation.
Intensions have varying degrees of association. While we have an understanding of the
6Unless it’s a secret language, then I guess only a select few need to be in the know.
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archetypical cat, it does not need to fulfil every intension to be considered cat-like. A
cat without a tail is still a cat.
Figure 4.1: Some simple intensions for “Cat”.
4.2.5 Connotation
Many words have an associated emotional colouring, which they have gained through
social context and usage. For example, you could describe a person as slim, thin or
scrawny. While each of those adjectives describes less body fat than the expected aver-
age, they all clearly convey slightly different value judgements. Slim is often associated
with attractiveness, thin is neutral, and scrawny is verging on the offensive.
4.2.6 Word Sense
Word sense can be thought of as a word’s complete meaning in its entirety. It encom-
passes any possible reference and denotation; it includes the full set of intensions with
all of their associated connotations. Describing a word’s sense is often useful when
distinguishing between different sets of intensions that could belong to a specific term.
For example, the term “Cats” has at least four different word senses:
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1. Feline mammals
2. The Andrew Lloyd Webber musical
3. Jive talking jazz musicians (1920s slang)
4. Catalytic converters
Sense 1 and Sense 2 are related, but they are quite distinct concepts (The musical
is about, and named after, the animals). Sense 1 and Sense 3 are also etymologically
related; jazz musicians have sharp reflexes and are alleged to always land on their feet.
Whereas Sense 4 shares no relation with any of the other three, the fact that it too
can be referred to via the word “cats” is a mere linguistic coincidence, an evolutionary
convergence of form. Cat the mammal has historical roots in Proto-Germanic: “catte”
meaning cat, and catalytic derives from the Greek word “katalusis” ; Transliterally:
“before-decomposition” ; Translated: initial or initiating action (catalyst).
The meaning of the word “meaning” is nebulous, so I will avoid using it where
possible. Instead, we will be favouring the more precise word sense or word sense. All
words and terms have an associated word sense unless they are nonsense words, then
they, of course, have no sense7.
Word Definition
A word’s definition is a precise sense, handcrafted by experts for domain-specific nomen-
clature. The one we are taught in primary school is the biological taxonomy, but every
field and activity has its own nomenclature. The word “brush” will have a different
sense when spoken by a painter, a hairstylist, a makeup artist, a dentist, or an electrical
engineer. But they all understand the difference between “paintbrush”, “hairbrush”,
“makeup brush”, “toothbrush”, and “carbon brush” (A painter does not usually brush
their teeth with a paintbrush). The nomenclature I use every day is that of spoken
(and written) English, codified by lexicographers in general-purpose dictionaries. The
dictionary is not a superset of all other nomenclatures. It too is domain-specific, the
domain of common usage which entails all the idiosyncratic nuances of regional dialects.
A definition —regardless of the nomenclature— is carefully designed by experts to
include only elements which are both necessary and sufficient to uniquely identify it.
7I was delighted to discover the same joke in Wittgenstein’s book Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus
in German. I guess “great minds think alike” or rather “Zwei Dumme, ein Gedanke”.
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Almost 2,500 years ago, Plato attempted to create a universal definition for “human”8,
which was “a featherless biped”. The next morning at the Platonic Academy, Diogenes
—the original cynic and cheeky smarty-pants— proclaimed “Behold, Plato’s man!”
while holding a plucked chicken aloft. Proving Plato’s definition was not sufficient.
Featherless may be a necessary condition, but biped may not be as Oscar Pistorius the
Blade Runner. The fastest man on no legs, is a human. Although some would argue
he is not, not after what he did.
4.3 Ambiguity
If we return to our previous example, “I love cats”, we can see that not only is noth-
ing specific being referred to, but also exactly which word sense is denoted is not
immediately obvious. Did the author intend to convey a love for the feline mammal,
the musical, or some superclass encompassing both? The sentence is ambiguous. An
ambiguous statement has two (or more) distinct and sharply precise interpretations.
Natural languages are naturally ambiguous. English certainly is.
Ambiguity causes a confluence of senses. Under the term’s lexical blanket, word
senses may become merged. In this state, distinct words are mistaken for each other,
which leads to miscommunication. Within IR research, this phenomenon is known as
Term Conflation. For example, all of the documents (or websites) containing the term
“apple” include documents on fruit with crisp flesh and documents about the iPhone
company. So to be able to satisfy an information request accurately, a search engine
needs to be able to discern the correct word sense for the term “apple”, this is to disam-
biguate the word sense. This process is widely known as Word Sense Disambiguation
(aptly named), a specific kind of semantic disambiguation.
4.3.1 Vagueness
Vagueness is often confused with ambiguity. It is, however, a distinct concept. An
ambiguous sentence has several precise senses, whereas a vague sentence lacks even one
precise sense.
“They will address this issue.”
That sentence is vague. Who is “they” referring to? What is the issue? And
how exactly will it be addressed? One can be unintentionally vague for many reasons;
8Human: The animal who is always in heat.
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perhaps one lacks the vocabulary to articulate precise semantics. Or, sometimes, one
can be intentionally vague. This is commonly seen in polite speech, where euphemistic
phrases are used to avoid the vulgarity of objectionable words. There is also the real
possibility of being Strategically Vague, where one intentionally obfuscates what they
are saying, to be evasive, or to avoid self-incrimination, like the rhetoric of politicians.
4.4 Basic Sense Relations
No word exists in isolation. Each word belongs to an ontology, an entire language, so
we should consider how each word relates to all the other words within the language.
We can consider the orthographic similarity between words, which identifies the simi-
larity of word spelling; the morphological similarity considers the word’s structure and
formation, taking into account root words, prefixes, suffixes...; the phonetic similar-
ity, which considers how the words are pronounced. These comparisons encompass
etymological derivation, tense derivation, among other more subtle distinctions.
The most important relationship I am interested in semantic similarity, which is
known as the sense relation, how similar the respective word senses are, and how
dissimilar they are (irrespective of spelling and pronunciation). This allows us to
explicitly distinguish between the lexical form of terms from their semantic word sense
to help accomplish our ultimate goal of word sense Disambiguation.
4.4.1 Structure of Sense Relations
There are three basic sense relations shown in Figure 4.2, two of which can cause the
plague of vocabulary mismatch. The first is synonymy (with name), where a single
Figure 4.2: The three basic sense relations.
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concept is associated with two or more different lexical words (e.g. “big” and “large”).
The second is polysemy (many names), where a single word is associated with two or
more distinct concepts (e.g. “cats” and “Cats”), The third, which does not concern us
greatly, is monosomy (single name), where the concept is associated with one word,
and that word is associated with one concept (quite rare), an example of monoseme
might be “aglet”. If all words were monosemes, then semantic disambiguation would
be trivial. Sadly natural languages were not designed with this in mind. Instead,
languages are developed by discordant committees of recently domesticated primates.
4.4.2 Homonymy
Lexical ambiguity is the most simple kind of ambiguity, usually caused by homonymy
(same name). We can distinguish between two main classes of homonymy, and in
the context of this thesis, we can disregard homophony (same sound) and focus on
homographs (same spelling). Homographs are words which have different sense but are
spelled identically. Nobody would be surprised if I pointed out that trees, elephants,
swimmers, and cars all have trunks because we all know intuitively that there are more
things in this world than we have words for them.
“The pilot banked.”
The above sentence is ambiguous as “bank” could mean either an aeronautical
manoeuvre or a financial transaction. Since both interpretations are equally valid, it’s
impossible to discern which single interpretation the author intended.
4.4.3 Polysemy
Polysemy (many meanings) refers to individual words having several distinct but re-
lated senses. It is similar to homonymy in general but differs where the different senses
must have some shared association. The distinction between them is tightly linked,
and oftentimes harder to spot the ambiguity.
“How to make a chicken salad.
Step 1: Make a salad.
Step 2: Give it to the chicken”
The first occurrence of chicken in this sentence is initially ambiguous, referring
either to the animal or the meat. This example is supposed to be humorous, and
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hopefully, you experienced mirth, not embarrassment, upon realizing you had been
deceptively led down the garden path. The last sentence is incompatible with the
initial interpretation of the first sentence. This forces a cognitive reinterpretation of
the semantics. The ambiguity is simultaneously acknowledged and reconciled ...your
expectations were subverted, and from whence the humour arose.9
Here is a simpler example of the polysemy of “chicken” :
“The chicken is ready to eat!”
The above wordplay cannot be done with most animals in English, as there are
usually distinct words for an animal’s meat (e.g. beef for cow meat, pork for pig
meat). Chicken, the live bird, and chicken the meat are related but clearly different
senses.
There are many different categorisations of polysemy, some more common than oth-
ers, but all contribute to ambiguity and the vocabulary mismatch problem to varying
degrees.
4.4.4 Synonymy
Synonymy (same name) is the relationship between orthographically distinct words that
share the same or near-identical word sense. For example, “big” and “large” are syn-
onyms, as they are spelled differently, and they share the same sense. Synonyms would
be redundant in language usage if there were not more subtle nuanced distinctions that
separate them. The degrees of similarity between synonyms are graduated, the most
extreme being absolute-synonymy, which is where the words are perfectly identical,
and the less extreme being parasynonymy (near name) and partial synonymy [23].
Absolute-synonymy
Absolute-synonymy is quite rare since it is required that the words could be inter-
changed in all contexts, their difference being only the orthographic spelling. Abbrevi-
ations and acronyms can be absolute synonyms, but “big” and “large” are not absolute
synonyms because your “big sister” is not the same as your “large sister”.
9The young pedant R. Herring would say this after an unnecessary and tedious deconstruction of
his own joke— a despicably self-indulgent man.
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Parasynonymy
These are words that appear to be absolute synonyms in one nomenclature but are
polysemes in another. Mist and Fog are parasynonyms since, in common speech, they
both denote a visible mass of condensed water vapour. However, in a meteorological
context, there is a precise distinction between how the vapour is formed regardless of
density, and the New Zealand Transport Agency makes a precise distinction between
how much visual obscurity is caused regardless of the formation10. So only in common
usage would it be appropriate to swap the words mist and fog.
Partial synonymy
Partial synonymy is when the similarity relation is not reflexive. That is to say, inter-
changing the words is only guaranteed to work in one direction. The words “car” and
“vehicle” are partially synonymous because all cars are vehicles, but not all vehicles are
cars. “Normal” and “proper” are also partially synonymous. People often use those
words as if they are interchangeable, however “proper” can be used as a pejorative,
“normal” cannot. Normality is a provable and statistically verifiable state, whereas
proper is a value judgement. You cannot label anything as proper just because it is
normal.
Word Connotations
Conscientious Objector good strong passive
Conchie bad weak passive
Freedom Fighter good strong active
Pacifist good weak passive
Table 4.1: The social connotations of anti war
Oftentimes the only discernible difference between synonyms is the social connota-
tion, where the distinction only matters in situations where there is an expected level of
politeness or formality, e.g. one could describe another who breaks the law as a “felon”
or a “crook”, but it would be inappropriate for a Court Magistrate to refer to anyone
as a crook in court11. The connotation entails all the wonderful nuance, the subtle
10In meteorology fog is descended cloud, whereas mist forms directly from a nearby water body. In
transport safety mist is more transparent than fog, which is more opaque. High-beam headlights are
ill-advised when driving through fog as the light reflects back at you.
11Unless in an unfortunate case of nominative determinism their name was actually “Crook”
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undertones of political and social intention. According to psycholinguistics, words can
be connotated in three primary dimensions: Good & Bad, Weak & Strong, Active &
Passive [76]. See Figure 4.1 for an example.
The connotations of some the terms in Figure 4.1 have evolved over time and
are relative to one’s own individual political sensibilities. Even seemingly agreed-
upon words like “cat” can still have a variety of connotations. This is obvious when
considering cat lovers against someone who is allergic to cats. The denotation is still
the same mammal (e.g four legs, whiskers, pointy ears), but the connotation can be
quite different.
4.4.5 Antonymy
This is one of the more well-known sense relations since it is taught at the primary
school level. An antonym (against name) is conventionally thought of as a word whose
sense is contrary to another. For example, the words “left” and “right” are opposite
directions so are antonyms of each other. Many antonyms exist on a single dimen-
sional spectrum between two extremes, (e.g. hot, warm, tepid, cold, freezing). These
are known as gradable antonyms. Complementary antonyms have no degrees of grad-
ability but usually express mutually exclusive binary states like “alive” and “dead”,
or “fictional” and “factual”. Relational antonymy describes relations between con-
cepts, usually derived from a hierarchy where we have converse pairs like “boss” and
“employee”, “husband” and “wife”, or “parent” and “child”. Things get tricky when
considering different dimensions an antonym could take from a single word. Is the
antonym of “uncle” the word “auntie” or “nephew”? Well... both, it depends on the
context, whether we are exploring the gender dimension or the ancestral dimension.
4.5 Morphological Changes
Synonymy and polysemy are the two obvious causes of vocabulary mismatch, but there
are a few others we should be aware of that also cause vocabulary mismatch. A word
can take many forms, including: tense, case, voice, aspect, person, number plural,
gender, and mood. Linguists categorize the different types of morphological change as
inflection, derivation, conjugation, and declension. While different word forms are not
usually considered synonyms in the conventional sense, through the eyes of a machine,
the different forms are orthographically distinct while the sense is very similar. For
example, the word sense of “cat” is nearly identical to “cats”.
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4.5.1 Pluralisation
A word can be inflected to indicate number with either the suffix ‘s’, ‘es, ‘ies’, or
various irregular exceptions. Google’s analysis on user behaviour has discovered that
in the context of web search, a plural form often indicates whether the user intends
to purchase something online [25], which does make some sense. If the search query
was “digital camera”, the user is likely interested in the concept denoted by digital
camera, how they work, what they look like, etc. Whereas if the query was “digital
cameras”, it is more likely that the user would be interested in several different types
of digital cameras, possibly to compare a variety of them, possibly to determine which
kind might best suit their specific needs. That is to say, we can infer that if they need a
camera, they might want to purchase one. However, such a long chain of assumptions
weakens the inference. Regardless of the justification, plurals can be used to infer what
the user’s information need might be.
4.5.2 Derivation
Derivation is a type of inflection that changes a word’s lexical category. One can
derive an adjective from a verb, for example “joyful” from “joy”. One can also derive
nouns from a verb: “song” from “sing”. In the previous example, a vowel was changed,
although changing the suffix is the most common way word derivation occurs.
4.5.3 Conjugation and Declension
Conjugation refers to verb inflection (verb tenses). Languages can have many compli-
cated conjugation rules, especially when accommodating irregularities. Declension is
the inflection of everything else, nouns, pronouns, adjectives, determiners etc. Declin-
ing a word does not change the lexical category. English only declines nouns to make
plurals and also pronouns. German, however, has very complicated declension rules
for many words: nouns, pronouns, articles, adjectives, for number, gender, and case.
I would rather decline two drinks than one German adjective.
— Mark Twain, The Awful German Language
4.5.4 Spelling Variation
An example of absolute synonymy is spelling variation. For example “colour” and
“color”, or “yogurt”, “yoghurt”, “yoghourt”, and “yogourt” (and when combined with
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inflection, there are dozens of yogurt variations). Many arise from regional dialects,
but on the multicultural, English speaking side of the internet, all of these forms are
possible and accepted, which is also useful to know if you are an aspiring internet
spelling bee champion.
4.6 Ontological Relations
So far we have only discussed attributes of a word and binary relationships between
words. However, words do not exist independently but rather interwoven within the
fabric of language, so let us quickly discuss hierarchical relationships and indirect re-
lationships before moving on to the next chapter.
4.6.1 Meronymy and Holonymy
Objects in the real world can be broken down into constituent parts, and sometimes
we might refer to the whole of an object from one of its parts. For example, a car could
be referred to simply as “wheels”. This is known as meronymy (part name), a specific
type of partial synonymy. This language feature is often used to shift the reader’s
focus to what is most relevant for the situation. For example, if I had to feed several
hungry people, I might refer to them as “mouths” to feed. There are several ways in
which something could be considered a part of something else. Table 4.2 shows the
most common types.
Type Meronym Referent
Structure wheels Vehicle with wheels
Characteristic fizzy Carbonated beverage
Substance ice Cube made of ice
Containment wine Glass filled with wine
Table 4.2: Different types of Meronyms
The inverse of meronymy is holonymy (whole name), which occurs when denoting
or referring to a constituent part from its whole. For example, being “interviewed by
the Otago Daily Times” does not mean the entire company conducted the interview,
more likely by a single employee or representative.
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4.6.2 Hypernyms and Hyponyms
We can categorize words by their degree of specificity and generality. In information
science, an ontology is a structured hierarchy identifying categorical relationships be-
tween concepts, a taxonomy of words. The top-level or root of any ontology is the
most general and includes more schematic or abstract concepts. The lower levels in-
clude more specific and detailed concepts or instances. This kind of data structure
should be reminiscent of the knowledge base representations mentioned earlier and our




Casio DG-20 MIDI Guitar
Acoustic Guitar
Piano
Figure 4.3: Simple Ontology Example
The level at which we refer to something is strongly dependent on the current
context. When in a music shop, it would be important to distinguish precisely which
musical instrument you might refer to. But when in my bedroom you may be more
general, as “the guitar” could only refer to my 3/4 size acoustic guitar that I bought,
fully intending to learn how to play it one day. The convention is to adhere to the Level
of Usual Utility [11], one should not be annoyingly vague nor cumbersomely explicit.
One should convey strictly enough information for the situation. If one were looking
on the internet to purchase a guitar, the level of specificity would be important.
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The categorical relationships described above are known in linguistics as hypernymy
and hyponymy. A hypernym (over name) refers to a more general term, and a hyponym
(under name) refers to a more specific term. This is another kind of partial synonymy
we mentioned earlier. It is sometimes considered a type-of relationship, distinct from
the other class of partial synonymy (meronymy and holonymy), which are considered
a part-of relationship. Another distinction is that Hypernymy and Hyponymy are
transitive relations, so if a Casio DG-20 is a type of guitar, and a guitar is a type
of musical instrument, this allows us to infer that Casio DG20 is a type of musical
instrument by the rule of transitivity.
In everyday speech, one might make a breakfast request of “eggs on toast with a
glass of milk” from a café, and a maliciously compliant genie who works at the café
could serve fish eggs and giraffe milk. The breakfaster likely intended chicken eggs
and bovine milk as they are the most commonly egg and milk products consumed in
our society, which is why we can refer to them through their respective hypernyms
“milk” and “eggs”. Academics and suits of marketing tend to use hypernyms to make
products sound more sophisticated than they actually are. For example, a toothbrush
might be referred to through its hypernym “dental cleaning tool”, or even calling a web
search engine a “digital information retrieval system”. Such a level of over-specificity
is redundant and prevents clear and concise communication.
Now that we have established an understanding of how words relate to each other
within an ontology in the next chapter we will investigate various methods of modifying
search queries to improve document retrieval. The method we are most interested in




“Anything worth knowing is worth writing down.”
— bullseyed723 (reddit.com 2016)
In the previous chapter, we established a fairly comprehensive foundation of how
words can be conflated. We can apply that knowledge to try and improve search
queries from a linguistic perspective. Vocabulary mismatch (term mismatch) in ad-
hoc retrieval is caused by document authors and query authors not using the same
words, primarily caused by natural languages’ highly ambiguous nature. An obvi-
ous cause of term mismatch are morphological differences, for example, “teacher” and
“teaching” both derive from the same root word “teach”, they both refer to the same
concept, but a term matching system will fail to infer any relevance as they are clearly
distinct terms. The two main causes of vocab mismatch (i.e. lexical-semantic differ-
ences) are synonymy and polysemy. If a query and document use different terms but
the same word sense (synonyms), the term matching system could fail to retrieve a
relevant document (false negative) and consequently reduce recall. If the query and
document use the same terms but with different intended word senses (polysemes), the
term matching system could retrieve the non-relevant document (false positive) and
consequently reduce precision. Recall and precision are retrieval performance metrics.
A comprehensive explanation of recall and precision can be found in Chapter 6.
5.1 Query Reformulation
Query reformulation is the process of modifying a query into one which better represents
the information need or one with a more useful vocabulary. During a search session, if a
user is unsatisfied with the retrieved documents, they will often manually reformulate
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their query several times. Unfortunately, users can lack domain-specific knowledge
and awareness of the vocabulary used in the document collection, which prevents ideal
refinement. They may also lack the patience or persistence to refine the query until
perfection, which is why this task is often outsourced to machines that are always faster
and sometimes more effective.
Automatically modifying a user’s query to improve retrieval performance was first
suggested in 1960 [69]. While early attempts were ineffective modern attempts are
much better and can be found in many commercial retrieval systems. In modern
web search, query reformulation happens before the first tier of a multi-tier ranking
pipeline; the stage that reduces billions of documents to millions. Since the effects of
query reformulation will propagate throughout the entire pipeline it is vital that queries
are modified for the better. Much like baking a tasty cake requires quality ingredients,
so too do the upper tiers of a ranking pipeline require high quality input.
The most common automated reformulation operations are appending, removing,
and substituting query terms, but also re-weighting existing query terms to adjust their
influence. Another reformulation operation (that is less relevant for our research) is
the inclusion of refinement directives such as publication date, language, document
type, origin. Appending terms to the query is the most common and most relevant
reformulation to our research. It is known in the literature as query expansion.
5.1.1 Interactive Query Refinement
The most apparent automated reformulation technique is Interactive Query Refine-
ment, where a system provides suggestions to refine the query. The most well known
is Google Suggest (the “did you mean...” feature), which is very effective at refining a
query if a user misspells terms. Google also has Autocomplete, which is a predictive
text language model that suggests query terms to add. Another way a user can refine
their search is with category filtering. For example, on Google Web Search, you can
refine your search by selecting Images, Videos, News, Maps, Books, Shopping, etc.
What unifies these different types of interactive query refinements is that the user has
direct control. They judge whether the query would be better with or without the
proposed reformulation.
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5.2 Automatic Query Expansion
The process of adding more terms to a query is called Query Expansion, and the
purpose is to broaden the query’s vocabulary to over come any vocabulary mismatch.
The hope is to increase the likelihood that the query will contain terms that are also
contained in the relevant documents while still capturing the user’s information need.
Automatic Query Expansion (AQE) can even be done without the user knowing it is
happening.
A retrieval system can expand a query to compensate for any ambiguity. For exam-
ple, if a search query contained the acronym (“IR”), it could add the expansion of that
acronym (“Information Retrieval”) to the query, which would then allow the retrieval
of a document that does not include “IR” but does include “Information Retrieval”.
The first result on Google when searching “IR” (for me) is the New Zealand Inland
Revenue Department’s website, which does not appear to include the acronym “IR”.
This does not prove that Google performs query expansion. However, they apparently
own 329 patents that mention “query expansion”, which suggests they probably are.
See Appendix A. The number 329 could be an overestimate because I used Google’s
search engine to retrieve that list, and since it probably performs query expansion
there’s no guarantee that all those documents contain the phrase “query expansion”.
5.2.1 Stemming Methods
There have been many attempts to perform query expansion using linguistic knowl-
edge over the years, starting in the 1960s with stemming. These systems account for
morphological differences by stripping suffixes from words. For example, “teacher” and
“teaching” would both be treated as the affix “teach”. Suffix stripping systems of the
1960s-1980s include Lovins [63], Porter [81], Dawson [26] and Paice [77]. These lexical
systems account for most regular derived and inflected forms; however, they may pre-
clude irregular forms like “taught”. They may handle “teached” perfectly well, but it’s
very uncommon and is considered grammatically incorrect by most authors. 500 years
ago “forgat” and “digged” were the preferred past tenses.
There are also many words that share morphology but share little semantic similar-
ities, e.g. “awful” and “awesome” both derive from “awe” but differ substantially in
meaning. We could manually build a database to handle the thousands of exceptions in
the English language, or we could apply statistical modelling to handle them automati-
cally. From the 1990s we started to see statistical analysis (and later machine learning)
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used for stemming. Corpus-based co-occurrence analysis [120], Hidden Markov Models
[104], YASS [66], Krovetz [55], and Xerox [36]. Unsurprisingly these statistical models
are provably better in IR applications, especially when used in conjunction with suffix
stripping [45].
5.2.2 Statistical Methods
Statistical methods expand a query by adding expansion terms that frequently co-occur
with the original query terms in other text collections. These systems assume that if
a statistical association is found, there must also be some linguistic association. They
could be morphological derivations, synonyms, or potentially disparate concepts often
used in the same context. For example, “miracle” and “god” are not synonymous but
often co-occur in documents. These systems assume that documents that include the
word “God” would be relevant to documents that include “miracle” and vice versa.
This example is a huge oversimplification for explanatory purposes.
These systems build a statistical thesaurus, then use the thesaurus to expand a
query with the statistically associated terms. There are various ways to construct
a statistical thesaurus, usually by performing co-occurrence analysis on the document
collection [44]. One could cluster the document collection first then build the thesaurus
[22]. Or one could represent terms and documents as vectors and perform linear algebra
to find associations [82].
All of the previous methods source expansion terms from the document collection
itself, which is why they are often called collection dependent in the literature. Some
research suggests that an independent data source (i.e. an ontology) is better suited for
bridging the vocabulary disparity [8]. However, if a document collection is sufficiently
large and contains content relevant to the query, then collection dependent methods
are sufficient [6]. Some pure statistical methods exist, but they are usually hybridized
with another approach [83], e.g. stemming or semantic methods.
5.2.3 Semantic Methods
Stemming is a purely lexical approach, and while lexical similarity often correlates
with semantics, it is insufficient to capture the full semantics of a language. Semantic
approaches aim to build complete taxonomies of word meaning, often called knowledge
structures. These semantic models can vary in complexity from a simple thesaurus to
an ontology. The distinction between an ontology and a thesaurus is not clear, but
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what they have in common is they associate pairs of words that share some semantic
meaning.
The most influential English thesaurus was constructed manually by Peter Mark
Roget in the 19th Century. The first edition of Roget’s thesaurus (1852) contained
15,000 words, an extraordinary feat. Manually building a knowledge structure by hand
is prohibitively expensive since it requires hiring experts with domain knowledge of
the documents. Despite their expense, some do exist, such as the Unified Medical
Language System (UMLS), which contains terms from 40 biomedical vocabularies [61],
and has been applied successfully to IR tasks [40].
Another approach to acquiring a thesaurus is with statistical analysis [82]. However,
these are not strictly semantic in nature. These statistical thesauri cannot guarantee
that their associations carry any semantic information, only statistical, a distinction
often omitted in the literature.
The most comprehensive linguistic ontology is WordNet (or EuroWordNet), a hier-
archically organized lexical-semantic mapping table. The first version was constructed
by Miller and his team at the Cognitive Science Laboratory of Princeton University
[72]. The sense relations in WordNet are more precisely categorised than Roget’s single
binary category. In its entirety, WordNet is a vast interconnected ontological graph that
connects over 155,000 distinct words to each other through 117,000 different concepts.
We can perform query expansion with a thesaurus/ontology by adding terms with
the same or similar meaning to the query. Using synonyms from a thesaurus for query
expansion makes perfect sense, as synonyms are the most obvious cause of vocabulary
mismatch. Early IR research indicated general-purpose thesauri were effective [113],
while later experiments proved their behaviour inconsistent. Sometimes they would
significantly improve a query; other times degrade a query. Voorhees manually used
WordNet to perform expansion and also concluded that it was too unpredictable to
be useful in practice [95]. She said that lexical-semantic relationships provide little
benefit but have the “potential to improve an initial query” [109]. She noted that
poorly performing queries have a good chance of being improved but queries that
already perform well tend to worsen when query expansion is applied [68].
Some researchers found that using synonyms and hyponyms have a limited effect.
However, using “gloss words” and “common nodes” had a better impact [75]. Here
gloss words and common nodes are keywords that refer to broad categories.
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5.2.4 Relevance Feedback
Relevance feedback is a query expansion technique that sources its query terms dif-
ferently from the methods described previously. Relevance feedback modifies a search
query with terms extracted from documents that are already known to be relevant. It
modifies the query’s vocabulary to be more similar to the relevant documents provided.
It works by finding the content-bearing terms from the set of relevant documents; these
terms best describe the relevant documents, i.e. they have a high term frequency but
low document frequency. These content-bearing terms are ranked in descending order
of importance, and the top terms in the rank are appended to the query. There may
be hundreds of content bearing terms, but only a small proportion will be chosen to
modify the query, which is why we must rank them and select the terms which have
the best chance of improving the query. The query reformulation step may simply be
appending the new terms to the original query and/or re-weighting the terms to adjust
their influence in the relevance function. Setting their weight proportional to their
content-bearing rank-score.
It is often implemented using Rocchio’s algorithm [91], which was originally devised
for the vector space model of relevance allowing for the intuitive explanation: move
the query vector towards the cluster of relevant document vectors. There are many
variations for implementing relevance feedback, including the Binary Independence
Model (BIM) [86], Chi-square [29], Robertson selection value (RSV) [85], and Kullback-
Leibler (KL) divergence [16]. All essentially achieve the same goal: find the content
bearing terms in the provided relevant documents and modify the query with those
content bearing terms.
Relevance feedback can be very effective when adding term(s) relevant to the user’s
information need which the user unwittingly excluded. However, it can sometimes
reduce the query’s effectiveness if the provided relevant documents cover a variety of
different topics and contain a variety of content-bearing terms, many of which are not
relevant to the user’s information need.
The obvious issue with relevance feedback is that it requires a set of documents
that are known to be relevant to the user’s query. This issue is solved by performing
two separate searches. The first search finds the relevant documents, and the second
search retrieves the final set of results. Early devisings of relevance feedback tasked the
user with manually selecting these relevant documents. The search engine would first
retrieve a set of documents with the user’s original query; then, the user would indicate
which documents are relevant using a binary or graded assessment. An improved
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version called Blind Relevance Feedback (or pseudo relevance feedback) removed the
user from the pipeline by assuming the top documents from the first search would be
relevant and contain the right content bearing terms. Blind Relevance Feedback is a
fully automated system that can happen without the user even knowing it is happening.
The biggest drawback to both of these relevance feedback implementations is that the
time to search is doubled. You must perform at least two searches for every query, the
first to acquire the set of relevant documents and the second to acquire the final set
of results. Two passes through the search pipeline are especially slow in distributed
search, requiring merging the documents lists from the first pass across a network [70].
Despite its significant performance cost, Relevance Feedback remains one of the best
query expansion approaches today [17].
5.3 How many terms to add?
Adding query terms can only increase recall; however, precision can go up or down
depending on the quality of the expansion terms. There is no consensus on exactly
how many terms should be added, as it depends on the query, the document collection,
how the expansion terms are acquired, and where the expansion terms are from.
Some research indicates that adding 20 terms is optimal for relevance feedback
systems [38]. Some suggest between 300 – 500 terms for “massive query expansion”
with collection dependent statistical analysis [13]. However, much research says there
is no one-size-fit-all number as every query is unique [7] and that the type and quality
of expansion terms is vastly more influential than the amount [100].
5.4 Query Drift
Query drift is often cited as the cause behind query expansion failure. Query drift is
when the modified query’s meaning has drifted too far from the user’s information need.
This happens if the expansion terms are not of good quality, i.e. they are not relevant,
which is why we must choose the expansion terms carefully and not accidentally add
spurious terms. The drift could be towards something specific but irrelevant or perhaps
too vague to be helpful, especially if the system adds thousands of expansion terms.
Take the query: “fruit pie recipe”. Table 5.1 shows 15 possible expansion terms
which could be sourced from a semantic ontology, statistical analysis, or possibly rel-
evance feedback. If we include all 15 expansion terms, then our modified query will
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Original terms fruit pie recipe











Table 5.1: Example expansion terms for the query “fruit pie recipe”.
contain 18 terms in total: 12 terms refer to fruit, 4 refer to pastry goods, and 2 terms
are about cooking. If we use this modified query to retrieve documents, then a doc-
ument that contains all 12 fruit terms will be ranked higher than a document that
contains only the 3 terms: apple, crumble, recipe, even though the latter document
is almost certainly more relevant. The query has drifted towards fruit as we did not
choose our expansion terms carefully enough.
Query drift is known to affect all the forms of query expansion discussed in this
chapter. There are many approaches that attempt to deal with drift. In relevance
feedback, drift can be mitigated by first refining the initially retrieved documents [74].
For co-occurrence analysis, accounting for the term proximity within the document can
help alleviate eventual drift [119]. In the upcoming experiments, we will explore other




The experiments herein will be focused on improving automatic query expansion using
linguistic features, specifically reducing query drift. This chapter outlines the final few
ingredients required to bake a tasty science cake.
6.1 Search Engine
The experiments will be performed on the academic search engine ATIRE [106], a bag
of words term matching information retrieval system that ranks with an Okapi BM25
variant. The parameters of BM25 (k1 and b) are chosen empirically by particle swarm
optimization [107] and are fixed for all experiments. The IDF component log(N/dft)
from Robertson-Walker [58] will be used as it prevents negative weights. This is a useful
feature for practical implementations because when the top-k document scores are
accumulated term by term, the scores will never decrease in value. Hence, documents
that score 0 can be immediately discarded as irrelevant.
6.1.1 Query Expansion
BM25 ranking can be easily adapted to support näıve query expansion (see Equation
6.2) by modifying the query terms (Q) to include all expansion terms (et), Equation
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Two data sets will be used as the source of expansion terms, and both are semantic
ontologies that will be leveraged to address the vocabulary mismatch directly. The
first is a modern edition of Roget’s thesaurus, which identifies synonyms. We will use
the 2004 Project Gutenburg edition, which identifies over 36,000 different concepts.
The second ontology used is WordNet, which has a long history of use in language
and information research [31]. Over the years, WordNet has grown to include many
more words than Roget’s thesaurus, and account for many more language features, see
Figure 6.1. As mentioned previously, many IR researchers have used older versions of
WordNet for query expansion, including Voorhees, who used version 1.3 [109]. We will
use version 3.1, the most recent version currently available. We anticipate that using a
modern version of WordNet will outperform earlier experiments as the literature says
that successful query expansion depends on the quality of the ontology [54; 49], i.e.
coverage, completeness, and accuracy.
Apart from the number of included terms, the main point of difference between
Roget’s and WordNet is the classification of relationship types. Instead of having
a single synonymous relation, WordNet has 25 different relationship types. Some are
symmetric where the terms participating in the relation relate to each other in a SynSet
or synonym ring. Other relationships are not symmetric and describe ‘is-a’ or ‘has-
a’ relationships described earlier (holonyms, meronyms, hypernyms, and hyponyms).
These asymmetric relations do not form rings but rather hierarchies or taxonomies.
6.2.1 WordNet 3.1 Relationships
The following is a description of the lexical-semantic relationships provided by Word-
Net, which correspond to definitions in linguistics. These relationships are binary
associations between nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. Other grammar particles,
such as articles, prepositions, and conjugations are absent from WordNet as they do
not carry any lexical-semantic information independently.
SynSet
A synonym set, where synonymy is defined as broadly as possible: “interchangeable in
some context”. So each word in the SynSet shares at least one word sense with every
other word. i.e. a single thesaurus entry.
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ver release SynSets notable additions
1.0 Jun 1990 37,409
1.1 Aug 1991 44,983
1.2 Apr 1992 49,771
1.3 Dec 1992 61,023
1.4 Aug 1993 79,542
1.5 Mar 1995 91,050
1.6 1998 SemCor [71]
1.7 2001 holonym/meronym inheritance
2.0 2003 6 domain & derivation relations
2.1 2005 117,597 hyponym subclasses
3.0 2006 117,659 noun verb relations
3.1 2012 117,659 –
Table 6.1: WordNet Version History
Similar to
















‘eat’ ↔ ‘pig out’
Antonym
















A constituent element of something. X is a meronym of Y if Y ‘has-a’ X.
WordNet distinguishes three subclasses of meronyms:
Substance: ‘hydrogen’ → ‘water’
Member: ‘lion’ → ‘pride’
Part: ‘phone’ → ‘phone box’
Holonym
The inverse of meronym, also divided into Member, Part, and Substance subclasses.
Substance: ‘beer’ → ‘alcohol’
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Member: ‘Australia’ → ‘Australian’
Part: ‘car’ → ‘wheels’
Derivation
Nouns derived from verbs morphologically.
‘supervisor’ → ‘supervision’
Cause












To evaluate retrieval performance, we will be using test collections provided by TREC
(Text Retrieval Conference), co-sponsored by NIST (National Institute of Standards
and Technology) and the U.S. Department of Defense. The TREC test collections were
constructed to help develop retrieval systems for large scale text retrieval.
TREC provides many different tracks for a variety of tasks. We will be using
the ad-hoc text-retrieval tracks 1-8 for all experiments. In the 8 tracks, there are
approximately 1,367,000 text documents that were all originally published as news
articles, congressional records, patents, etc. The documents have been made available






Figure 6.1: Example Graded Relevance Judgements
TREC provides 50 queries for each track, 400 in total for all 8 tracks. Each query
was written for a specific information need, called a topic. Along with the queries, there
are a set of relevance judgments (qrels) which indicate which documents are relevant to
each query. The judgements are pooled together from human expert evaluations [111].
The qrels are binary evaluations, i.e. relevant or not. Other test collections are graded
on a scale; see Figure 6.1.
For our experiments, we will construct an index (postings list) from the documents,
perform a ranked search with each query, and determine the accuracy of the rank us-
ing the qrels as a source ground truth. We will also compare our experiments to blind
relevance feedback as a benchmark. Relevance feedback was implemented with Roc-
chio’s algorithm with expansion terms sourced from the top 17 documents, specifically
the top 5 content-bearing terms ranked with KL divergence. These were the default
settings of ATIRE that did not need to be changed for our experiments.
Next, we look into evaluation metrics to measure the accuracy relative to the qrels.
6.3.1 Precision and Recall
To determine the accuracy of a search engine, we compare its output to some ground
truth (relevance judgements). We can calculate the accuracy via two metrics, precision
and recall, which can be computed for both binary and graded relevance judgements
[52]. For explanatory purposes, we will focus on binary judgements.
Let us first conjure an Oracle, a hypothetical binary classifier that is necessarily
infallible. The Oracle has perfect judgement. It can determine if a document would
satisfy the user’s information need with unequivocal certainty. The Oracle speaks only
two phrases, “relevant” and “not relevant”, i.e. whether the document satisfies the
user’s information need or not. Using the Oracle judgements as ground truth, we can
compare to the output of a real search engine.
The output of a real search engine is the set of documents that are believed to be
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relevant. These are the retrieved documents; the remaining documents are not retrieved
as they are determined to be not relevant. We compare the Oracle with a Real System
by the confusion matrix in Figure 6.2.
Oracle
Relevant Not Relevant
Real Retrieved True-Positive False-Positive
System Not Retrieved False-Negative True-Negative
Table 6.2: Comparing an Oracle (ground truth) to a Real System.
Every document in the corpus will fall into one of four categories. A perfectly
correct system is when the Real System and the Oracle agree on each document.
A True-Positive is when the Real System correctly identifies a document as relevant.
This is a successful hit. Similarly, a True-Negative is when the Real System correctly
identifies a document as not relevant. This is a successful rejection. A False-Posi-
tive is when the Real System incorrectly identifies a document as relevant; a spurious
document that should not have been retrieved, but is. And a False-Negative is where
the Real System incorrectly identifies a document as not relevant; a document that
should be retrieved, but is not.
Recall is the proportion of the relevant documents that are retrieved, it measures the
amount of False-Negatives. The proportion of True-Positives to Relevant documents.
We can maximize recall by retrieving all of the documents, i.e. no relevant document
is left unretrieved. This would reduce the False-Negatives to 0, but in all likelihood,
increase the False-Positives dramatically.
Precision is the proportion of the retrieved documents that are relevant, it mea-
sures the amount of False-Positives. The proportion of True-Positives to Retrieved
documents. We can maximise precision by retrieving a single relevant document, i.e.
no irrelevant document is retrieved. This would reduce the False-Positives to 0 but
also increase the False-Negatives dramatically.
For successful retrieval we want to maximise both precision and recall, however, in
practice, they are inversely proportional to each other [98].
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6.3.2 Average Precision
Our experiments will perform ranked retrieval, where the ranking function (BM25)
will present the retrieved documents in descending order of relevance. The retrieved
documents’ rank (or order) is significant from a usability perspective as the average
users will not read every retrieved document; they will only read the first few (at
most). Precision and recall alone are inadequate to evaluate ranked retrieval as they
are indifferent towards the document rank.
Average Precision (AP) measures the accuracy of ranked retrieval and accounts
for both precision and recall [102]. AP can be regarded as a model of user searching
behaviour [87]. Defined as “the mean of the precision scores obtained after each relevant
document is retrieved, using zero as the precision for relevant documents that are not
retrieved” [14]. The output of the ranking function is not evaluated directly but rather
ranked retrieval list. The top ranks are weighted higher, and the bottom ranks are
weighted lower. So if a Search Engine ranks a relevant document first, it is rewarded




1 if document d is judged relevant w.r.t query q
0 otherwise
(6.3)
rel(d, q) is the ground truth relevance judgement of document d in collection D (d ∈ D)





R is the total number of documents that are judged to be relevant with respect to






Precision at rank n, P@n, is the number of relevant documents retrieved by rank n,
divided by n. S is the ranked set of retrieved documents, an ordered subset of the





rel(si, q)× P@n (6.6)
Equation 6.6 is the full Average Precision (AP ) formula.
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6.3.3 Mean Average Precision
Average Precision (AP) measures the accuracy of a single query. However, to measure
the accuracy for all topics in the track we compute the Mean Average Precision (MAP).
MAP is the mean of the AP scores across every topic. MAP is considered the gold




The method proposed in this chapter (term frequency merging) attempts to reduce
the negative impact of query drift by changing how the ranking function treats the
expansion terms. Regardless of where expansion terms are sourced from, they should
each be considered with suspicion as they have a high chance of being spurious and
contributing to query drift. In näıve query expansion, every expansion term added is
treated identically to the original query terms. This can be troublesome if there is an
uneven distribution of expansion terms.
Recall the saturation function in BM25. The TF component asymptotically decays,
which prevents highly frequent terms from dominating the rank. In the context of query
drift, if one term has significantly more expansions than another, those expansion terms
will dominate the rank. For example, recall the query “fruit pie recipe”, “fruit” had a
large expansion set that overrepresented fruitiness in the modified query. Our proposed
method exploits the existing saturation function of BM25 by summing the expansion
term frequencies to the frequencies of their respective original query terms. Another
way to think about this is to substitute every occurrence of an expansion term in the
document collection with its respective original query term. This way, an expansion
term in the document is treated as another occurrence of the original query term it
was expanded from.
From this point onwards, tf-merging will refer to our proposed method of merging
term frequencies, and QE will refer to näıve query expansion.
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7.1 Implementation Details




{e | q 7→ e} ∪ {q} (7.1)
Where V is the entire vocabulary of our chosen thesaurus or ontology (e.g. Roget or
WordNet). q 7→ e means e is an expansion term of q. Since it is possible that q 67→ q
(e.g. hyponyms) we explicitly include q.
For Roget’s thesaurus, Eq is simply the set of synonyms for query term q.
7.1.1 Näıve Query Expansion
In Näıve Query Expansion (QE), the set of query terms Q, are replaced with the set





Equation (7.3) shows näıve query expansion (QE) with BM25.










× (k1 + 1)× tftd
k1 ×
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d is the current document being scored.
Q is the set of query terms.
RSV (Retrieval Status Value) is the estimated relevance of document d to query Q.
t is the current term in the (expanded) query being evaluated.
N (collection size) is the number of documents in the collection D. N = |D|.
dft (document frequency) is the number of documents (in D) that contain term t.
tftd (term frequency) is the number of times term t occurs in document d.
Ld (document length) is the number of terms in document d. Ld = |d|.
Lavg is the mean document length. Lavg = 1N
∑
d∈D Ld.
k1 and b are the tuning parameters of BM25.
See Chapter 3 for a full explanation of the roles these values play in BM25.
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7.1.2 Term Frequency Merging (tf-merging)
For tf-merging we leave the query set as Q but both tftd and dft are redefined. Term
frequency (tftd) becomes Equation (7.4); the sum of term frequencies for each expansion.





Document frequency (dft) becomes Equation (7.5); the size of the set of documents
(d ∈ D) which contains an expansion of t (or t itself). In other words, the number of




{d | e ∈ d}
∣∣∣∣ (7.5)
The IDF is consequently calculated accurately with respect to the new tf as the
term’s postings lists are expanded rather than treating each expansion as a unique
query term in the document. Equation (7.6) is the full BM25 formula with tf-merging.






{d | e ∈ d}
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Table 7.1 shows the Mean Average Precision (MAP) results for each of the 8 TREC
tracks, comparing QE and tf-merging using different sources of expansion terms from
Roget and WordNet. Also included in the table are no expansion (None) and blind
relevance feedback (RF) for a baseline and benchmark, respectively. The bold entries
indicate MAP improvement over doing nothing, i.e. larger than None.
Blind relevance feedback (RF) shows that QE can consistently improve the mean
average precision (MAP). However, query expansion degrades the MAP in the average
case when using a general-purpose thesaurus (Roget/WordNet). These results are
not unexpected. We can also see that tf-merging performs better than QE, and it
occasionally performs better than None.
We performed two-tailed t-tests on every paired MAP sample. We tested tf-merging
against None and QE, and in every case, the p-values were < 0.003, which suggests that
the observed improvement (and degradation) cannot be attributed to chance alone.
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Expansion terms mode TREC-1 TREC-2 TREC-3 TREC-4 TREC-5 TREC-6 TREC-7 TREC-8
None 0.2181 0.1993 0.2324 0.1727 0.1432 0.1891 0.1905 0.2195
RF näıve QE 0.2311 0.2103 0.2476 0.1802 0.1468 0.1925 0.2007 0.2286
Antonym näıve QE 0.1977 0.1823 0.2139 0.1411 0.1230 0.1618 0.1741 0.1977
Entailment näıve QE 0.2153 0.1942 0.2315 0.1651 0.1311 0.1851 0.1898 0.2171
Hypernym näıve QE 0.1220 0.0680 0.1139 0.0335 0.0475 0.1058 0.1011 0.1155
Hyponym näıve QE 0.1258 0.1114 0.1161 0.0243 0.0362 0.1347 0.1068 0.0937
Meronym part näıve QE 0.2154 0.1972 0.2250 0.1642 0.1402 0.1886 0.1896 0.2076
Meronym subs näıve QE 0.2157 0.1839 0.2168 0.1593 0.1259 0.1860 0.1911 0.2095
Similar To näıve QE 0.1760 0.1630 0.1754 0.1065 0.1074 0.1714 0.1715 0.2084
Roget näıve QE 0.1995 0.1740 0.1945 0.1349 0.1119 0.1802 0.1853 0.2069
Antonym tf-merging 0.2157 0.2004 0.2292 0.1718 0.1404 0.1851 0.1895 0.2161
Entailment tf-merging 0.2180 0.1978 0.2324 0.1726 0.1319 0.1879 0.1900 0.2175
Hypernym tf-merging 0.1446 0.1414 0.1553 0.1072 0.1012 0.1205 0.1104 0.1716
Hyponym tf-merging 0.1940 0.1929 0.1846 0.1483 0.1292 0.1844 0.1686 0.1996
Meronym part tf-merging 0.2190 0.2022 0.2307 0.1694 0.1406 0.1912 0.1912 0.2152
Meronym subs tf-merging 0.2180 0.1993 0.2324 0.1727 0.1425 0.1891 0.1834 0.2195
Similar To tf-merging 0.2075 0.1959 0.2183 0.1659 0.1301 0.1910 0.1882 0.2041
Roget tf-merging 0.2173 0.1986 0.2225 0.1609 0.1393 0.1877 0.1887 0.2041
Table 7.1: Comparing the MAP of tf-merging to näıve QE. With no expansion (None)
as a baseline and relevance feedback (RF) as a benchmark. Across 8 TREC tracks,
bold entries indicate improvement over the baseline. t-tests between each of the 400
paired MAP samples produced p-values < 0.003.
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Table 7.2 shows the probability of improvement across Roget and various WordNet
relationships across all 400 queries in the TREC data set. The first row shows that
QE with Roget improves a query 58.75% of the time, and tf-merging improves a query
72.5% of the time on average. As expected, QE performance is very unreliable; the
chance of degrading a query is often higher than improving a query. When tf-merging is
applied, the probability a query would improve increases for every source of expansion
terms we tried, although query degradation is still possible. We can conclude that tf-
merging is better than näıve QE. It mitigates some drift but still is not reliable enough
for practical use.
Since QE and tf-merging use the same set of expansions for each run, we would
expect the retrieved document lists to be the same (which we confirmed). Therefore,
QE and tf-merging have identical recall, but the precision of tf-merging is significantly








Meronym part 0.8925 0.9050
Meronym subs 0.7900 0.9200
Similar To 0.4650 0.6200
All SynSets 0.5768 0.7095
Table 7.2: Probability of improving a query: näıve QE against tf-merging.
We can also see that hyponym expansion performs the worst of the expansions we
tried, and while tf-merging ameliorates some of the drift, it is not reliable enough for
practical use alone. Hyponyms are more specific words. For example, “apple” is a
hyponym for “fruit”. It makes intuitive sense that using hyponyms for query expansion
degrades a query, as seen for the query “fruit pie recipe” in Section 5.4.
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7.2.1 Failure Analysis
Next we investigate why hyponyms are so ineffective. Figure 7.1 shows hyponym
performance across all 8 TREC tracks. Relevance feedback consistently improves re-
trieval performance (on average). QE with hyponyms causes severe degradation, and
tf-merging is better than QE but not enough to compete with relevance feedback (in
the average case).
Figure 7.1: Comparing Query Expansion to Term Frequency Merging



























No expansion Relevance feedback QE tf-merging
Let us inspect TREC-6 query 40, “land mine ban”, to see what is really happening.
With no query expansion, the AP (Average Precision) is 0.0805, with QE, the AP is
0.0014, and with tf-merging, the average precision is 0.0984. This query was chosen
as QE clearly has a huge negative impact on this query, and tf-merging has a small
positive effect.
WordNet provides 180 hyponyms for the 3 query terms; 9 examples can be seen
in Table 7.3. Some of these hyponyms like “ground emplaced mine” appear relevant
to the initial query. However, other terms like “goldmine” are clearly irrelevant and
could very easily cause query drift. Problematically, WordNet does not disambiguate
polysemes and homographs, e.g. “mine” the explosive and “mine” the excavation site
are conflated. More importantly, however, there are 153 expansions for the term “land”.
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Hence, over 80% of the modified query terms are either “land” or a hyponym of “land”,
this causes the query to drift towards land-ness, so documents exclusively about “land”
are over boosted in the rank. Thirdly, many hyponyms for “land” are geographic labels
and proper nouns, and proper nouns are known to cause query drift [108].
Query term Expansions Some example expansions
land 153 crash land farmland no man’s land
mine 18 goldmine booby trap ground emplaced mine
ban 9 embargo rusticate cease and desist
Table 7.3: Expansion hyponyms, TREC-6 query 40
With tf-merging, the query’s retrieval performance was better than QE (and better
than no expansion) as the excessive amount of “land” expansions did not cause query
drift.
7.2.2 Antonyms
Our results showed that using antonyms as a source of expansion terms improves pre-
cision almost as often as synonyms. This initially seems counterintuitive as surely
including the exact opposite of the query will retrieve the exact opposite results. How-
ever, this is not the case as antonyms can cause vocabulary mismatch just as synonyms
can because you can describe something through its negation. The two sentences below
are not strictly identical, but they convey a similar sense.
“I am short”
“I am not tall”
Many antonyms are interdependent with their antonymous pair as each cannot exist
without the other, e.g. the concept of “tallness” depends on the concept of “shortness”,
as “shortness” depends on the concept of “tallness”. You cannot define one without
defining the other. George Orwell also described this linguistic observation.
“what justification is there for a word which is simply the opposite of some other
word? A word contains its opposite in itself. Take ”good”, for instance. If you have a
word like ”good”, what need is there for a word like ”bad”? ”Ungood” will do just as
well.”
— George Orwell, 1984
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Orwell’s proposal to abolish antonyms was not sincere. It was part of newspeak, a
satirical spin on government censorship by means of reductio ad absurdum.
Indeed, a common method to automatically find antonymous pairs is co-occurrence
analysis [50; 51]. The same method discussed previously that constructs statistical
thesauri—the same method which finds synonymous pairs. According to the WordNet
documentation, “direct antonyms” are “a pair of words between which there is an
associative bond resulting from their frequent co-occurrence”, i.e. they have probably
use co-occurrence analysis to identify antonyms.
7.3 Conclusions
Our results agree with the literature. Query expansion is unreliable when using a se-
mantic ontology (like WordNet or Roget) as a source of expansion terms. Even though
WordNet 3.1 is more comprehensive, it is still not viable for näıve query expansion.
This is because WordNet is a lexical-semantic ontology that cannot disambiguate poly-
semous and homographic words, which leads to poor quality expansion terms, resulting
in query drift.
Hyponyms (and hypernyms) are ineffective for expansion. Antonyms are surpris-
ingly effective because they have similar linguistic properties to synonyms.
Term Frequency Merging can be implemented at index time. This would require the
indexer to identify synonyms (or SynSets) across the document collection and replace
them with the same term (lexical token). The benefit to this approach would be the
zero cost to merge at search time. However, disambiguating polysemes and homographs
would still pose an an issue.
Many other expansion models could easily implement tf-merging but unfortunately
not Relevance Feedback, since its expansion terms derive from documents, not directly
from individual query terms, so it is not immediately clear which expansion term should
be merged with which original query term.
If the expansion terms are of poor quality, tf-merging does little to help. Our
method only improves retrieval in the particular case where there is query drift caused





Is it possible to have a context-free word? As my Dad always says:
“Yes”
The human mind can disambiguate the meaning of individual words by accounting
for the wider context. For example, in the Oxford English Dictionary, “set” has over
430 definitions making it the most polysemous word in the English language. However,
within the context of the sentence “we must set out before dawn” it does not seem
ambiguous to me. A fluent reader can naturally disambiguate with amazing cognitive
ease through the semantics of the other words and the surrounding grammar. You are
doing it now; look at you go!
Here is an easier example to explain. In the following four sentences, can you assign
a single word sense to each occurrence of “bank”?
1. “It’s a bank.”
2. “They made all of their profits from the rushes on the banks”
3. “I saw three bears by the river bank.”
4. “I was banking1 on the aeroplane to bank2 into the river bank3, for I had over
insured it with my bank4”
The first is impossible as it is too vague, it lacks context. The second is also
impossible as it is a pun, the context is overloaded. Number three is just right1.
The fourth sentence is an antanaclasis and contains 4 occurrences of the word “bank”.
1...said Goldilocks before being mauled in the face by a territorial mother bear
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Each can be disambiguated by considering the the context; the words preceding and
following the term of interest. For example, bank3 is preceded by the attributive noun
river, which is preceded by the determiner the. So the word sense of bank3 is clearly the
land alongside a river. Table 8.1 shows all four intended definitions in the antanaclasis.
Term Part of speech Definition
bank on1 phrasal verb To rely on confidently.
bank2 noun The land alongside a river or lake.
bank3 verb To tilt sideways in making a turn.
bank4 noun A financial establishment.
Table 8.1: Four (of 18) Possible Definitions of the Term bank
8.1 Näıve Expansion Selection
The näıve approach to query expansion with a semantic ontology is to include all
the provided candidate expansions without restriction. This is problematic since it is
unlikely that a single query term refers to more than a single word sense. This problem
becomes apparent when considering polysemes (and homographs). For example, if one
were expanding the query term “bank” with a thesaurus, it would make no sense
to select “embankment”, “tilt” and “treasury” as expansions since the author likely
intended only one distinct word sense, not three.
Selecting every candidate expansion does increase the chance of selecting the right
one, but it also vastly increases the chance of selecting many more incorrect ones.
If spurious terms are chosen for expansion, the modified query will experience drift
towards various unrelated concepts.
8.2 Better Expansion Selection
A better approach would be to disambiguate the word sense of the ambiguous terms
and only include expansion terms which share the same word sense. Though, if we did
have an immediate method to determine word sense, we would not be attempting to
find a solution with a thesaurus.
Selecting expansion terms from a single thesaurus entry would be a good approach if







Figure 8.1: Concept space for query terms Q = {river, bank} and potential expansion
terms EQ = {stream, embankment, tilt, treasury}. Black circles are SynSets with
edges representing term membership. The grey circle represents the shared concept
space, the user’s intended meaning.
Let us first suppose that all (or most) of the original query terms relate to the same
concept, i.e. the user’s information need. Unfortunately, query intent is not something
that exists in WordNet; however, the query’s SynSets may overlap semantically with
the information need.
A possible solution is for every original query term, retrieve all of the associated
SynSets. If there is only one associated SynSet, then select all the terms in that SynSet.
If there is more than one associated SynSet, select the SynSet which is most similar to
the other query terms’ SynSet(s). Where we define similarity as a function of traversal
distance in the WordNet graph. More specifically, we will perform a pair-wise similarity
comparison tournament between the SynSets, selecting the most similar SynSet and
ignoring the less similar, and likely spurious SynSet(s) that would cause query drift.
Figure 8.1 is an example query Q = {river, bank}, showing the relationship be-
tween the query terms, expansion terms, and SynSets, similar to Figure 4.2. The
terms and SynSets are superimposed into a conceptual space representing the user’s
intended meaning, their information need. The query term “river” is not polysemous,
it’s a member of one SynSet. However, bank is a member of 3 SynSets, two of which
are located outside the concept space which would lead to query drift if included in
the expanded query. No tournament would be necessary for “river”, however “bank”







Figure 8.2: WordNet SynSets: (qi) is the initial term; S(qi) are its SynSets, and L(sij)
are the lexical terms contained in each SynSet.
“embankment” as a member.
8.2.1 WordNet Structure
We now take a closer look at the ontological structure of WordNet [72].
SynSet Synonym set. A set of words that share at least one word sense, i.e. a single
thesaurus entry.
SynSets Set of all word senses for a given term, i.e. potential candidates for the authors
intended meaning(s).
Lemmas Set of lexically distinct but “synonymous” terms belonging to a SynSet.
Figure 8.2 shows how a query term (qi) associates to many SynSets (S(qi)), and sub-
sequently many more lemma terms (L(S(qi))), which are used as expansion terms. If
the SynSet is a reflexive relation, then one of the lemma terms (lij) will be lexically
identical to the initial query term (qi).
8.2.2 The Comparison Function
As discussed earlier, in IR, it is common to compute term similarity using the corpus
statistics, e.g. the dice coefficient, Jaccard Index and point-wise mutual information
[17]. They all infer similarity from co-occurrence data, a form of syntactic similarity.
We will instead measure semantic similarity using the structural relationships in Word-
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distance(a, b) = 2 ∗ depth(LCS(a, b))
depth(a) ∗ depth(b) (8.1)
LCS(a, b) = Least Common Subsumer (8.2)
depth(a) = Shortest path from root to a (8.3)
Figure 8.3: Wu-Palmer distance function.
Net. We will measure the similarity between SynSets by measuring the path from one
SynSet to another SynSet. The supposition is that path length correlates with seman-
tic similarity, longer paths indicate lower similarity, and shorter paths indicate higher
similarity. This is clearly true for neighbours, where path length equals 1, meaning the
terms share a SynSet. We will use the Wu-Palmer function [118], formally defined in
Equation 8.1, to find the shortest path. Wu-Palmer also accounts for large conceptual
leaps by considering the lowest common subsumer (first shared ancestor) and weight-
ing edges according to their depth within the hierarchy such that edges between more
conceptual nodes (which are closer to the root) have a higher cost.
8.2.3 The Tournament
The SynSets for each query term will be compared to the SynSets of the other terms
using Wu-Palmer distance as the comparison function. The highest scoring SynSet wins
the tournament and is chosen as the most likely candidate for the intended word sense.
Then each of the lemma terms from the winning SynSet are added to the modified
query. This process is repeated for each term in the original query. The algorithmic
complexity of this process is exponential with respect to the number of query terms and
the number of associated SynSets. However, in practice, the performance is reasonable
since queries are short (see Section 3.5) and the number of SynSets are small (except
in the rare case of hyper-polysemous words like “set”).
A Successful Example
For the query Q1 = {“river′′, “bank′′}, “river” has only 1 SynSet, and “bank” has 18.
Therfore, only 18 comparisons need to be made. Our method correctly identifies the
SynSets:
river “a large natural stream of water (larger than a creek)”
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bank “sloping land (especially the slope beside a body of water)”
This suggests that the Wu-Palmer distance function is capable for our use case.
An Unsuccessful Example
For the query Q2 = {“pool′′, “cue′′}, “pool” has 11 SynSets, and “cue” has 5. Therefore,
55 comparisons need to be made. The SynSets identified by our method are:
pool “an excavation that is (usually) filled with water”
cue “sports implement consisting of a tapering rod used to strike a cue ball in pool or
billiards.”
Our method failed for “pool”, suggesting this method is not perfect in every case.
8.3 Results
Table 8.2 shows our results on the TREC ad-hoc retrieval tracks. Included for compar-
ison is a baseline (None), which is no expansion, and the benchmark blind relevance
feedback (RF). Bold entries indicate the best result for the track. The main results
from our experiments are labelled All-SynSets (the standard approach described in
Section 8.1), and One-SynSet (our improved method described in Section 8.2). We
also included two separate query reformulation techniques. The näıve approach of ap-
pending terms directly to the query and term-frequency-merging (tfm) [21] described in
Chapter 7. Term-frequency merging attempts to reduce query drift caused by uneven
numbers of expansion terms, which should be less of a problem for the One-SynSet
case.
The results are promising, as can be seen in Table 8.2. The standard approach All-
SynSets with näıve QE only beats the baseline in one case (TREC-6). In comparison,
our method One-SynSet with näıve QE improves upon the baseline in all but one
case (TREC-6). And One-SynSet with tf-merging beats the baseline in all cases. Blind
relevance feedback is still a strong contender as it remains unbeaten in TREC-1, TREC-
2 and TREC-3.
We calculated two-tailed t-tests on the 400 paired MAP samples. Comparing the
baseline against, All-Synsets, and One-SynSet, and in every case, we obtained p-values
< 0.05, which suggests that the observed differences cannot be attributed to chance
alone.
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Term Selection Expansion TREC-1 TREC-2 TREC-3 TREC-4 TREC-5 TREC-6 TREC-7 TREC-8
None N/A 0.2181 0.1993 0.2324 0.1727 0.1432 0.1891 0.1905 0.2195
RF näıve QE 0.2601 0.2521 0.2988 0.2041 0.1369 0.1646 0.2185 0.2460
All-SynSets näıve QE 0.2128 0.1961 0.2243 0.1265 0.1327 0.2041 0.1822 0.2187
One-SynSet näıve QE 0.2318 0.2104 0.2398 0.2101 0.1476 0.1781 0.2163 0.2301
All-SynSets tfm 0.2323 0.2095 0.2379 0.1721 0.1618 0.2214 0.1953 0.2440
One-SynSet tfm 0.2380 0.2286 0.2529 0.2179 0.1537 0.2007 0.2211 0.2310
Table 8.2: Comparing the MAP of our (One-SynSet) method to the standard (All-
SynSets) method. With no expansion (None) as a baseline and relevance feedback
(RF) as a benchmark. Across 8 TREC tracks, bold entries are the top result. t-tests
between each of the 400 paired MAP samples produced p-values < 0.05.
8.3.1 Failure Analysis
If we look at the results for TREC-7 query 2: “british chunnel impact” in Table 8.3,
we can see that our method has an enormously positive impact. This is partly because
it only includes 8 extra terms from 3 SynSets (one for each term), instead of the
näıve All-Synset approach, which includes 21 terms from 9 different SynSets causing
significant query drift. More specifically, the lemma terms from impact include “touch,
bear, shock”, which causes significant query drift in the All-SynSet case.






Table 8.3: TREC-7 query 2 Average Precision
However, if we look at TREC-7 query 15 in Table 8.4, “el nino”, our method is
ineffective. Inspecting the expansion terms chosen, shown in Table 8.5, we can see
that the term “el” is incorrectly identified as the Chicago “L” Train. This example is
particularly bad as “el nino” is a recent loan word from Spanish which does not yet
exist in WordNet.
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Table 8.4: TREC-7 query 15 Average Precision
All-SynSets alt altitude el elevation ...
One-SynSet el elevated railroad railway ...
Table 8.5: Some expansion for the query term “el”, in TREC-7 query 15
8.4 Future Work
Our method is essentially performing word sense disambiguation on polysemes where
SynSets are treated as word sense. There is still no assurance that our method correctly
identifies the intended word sense of the original query term(s) as it is limited by the
semantics of the query context. It still ignores many other features like syntactic
grammar.
Our current method could, for example, select a noun-SynSet for a query term that
is grammatically a verb. WordNet provides part of speech tagging by indicating which
lexical category the SynSet belongs to (e.g. noun, verb, adjective, etc.). Accounting
for the lexical category could improve our results, but it would require the queries to
be written with correct syntactic grammar, which is not guaranteed.
The Wu-Palmer distance function is a pair-wise comparison and is ideal for queries
with only 2 terms. For longer queries, a tournament of comparisons is needed, but
performing a group-wise comparison directly would be more appropriate, like the group-
wise Jaccard Index or the group-wise Resnik comparison [67]. Comparisons of SynSets
within WordNet is based on finding the shortest path in the graph. A group-wise
comparison would be equivalent to finding the minimal subgraph that includes at least
one SynSet from each query term. This subgraph would be a tree since a minimal
graph has no cycles. The tree’s intermediary nodes (SynSets) used to construct the
tree could also be used for expansion terms. This can be described as a variant of




Overall, our results are promising. Blind relevance feedback remains a strong option
as it can find expansion terms that are not semantically related to any of the original
query terms, i.e. it can include related concept(s) that the user did not think to include,
which is beyond the scope of vocabulary mismatch.
Using our query context informed method, we refined the expansion terms obtained
from a thesaurus, which is more effective than using a thesaurus blindly. Term fre-





I began this thesis with great hubris. I was investigating something I knew nothing
about, but now that I am almost done, after years of research, long nights spent reading
at the library and typing behind a computer screen, I have finally reached the point
where I can say, with absolute certainty, beyond all reasonable doubt, that I definitely
know nothing.
9.1 The Limitations of Evaluation Data
An unaddressed issue is the assumption that the evaluation data is sound and complete,
i.e. the source of ground truth is true and that its coverage is comprehensive. Which
is not easy to prove, as there are hundreds of thousands of documents in these test
collections, over a million (1,367,000) in the ones I used. If the qrels are incomplete,
if a relevant document exists in the collection that is not present in the qrels, then
retrieving this previously unidentified document could negatively impact the accuracy
metrics.
Another unaddressed issue is the presence of inconsistencies in evaluation data
sets. As described previously, Vocabulary Mismatch is pervasive. Even experts use
inconsistent vocabulary when describing the same concept. Similarly, experts are in-
consistent when constructing evaluation data [96]. Relevance judgements can differ for
each judge and for the same judge at different times. This is because the evaluation
data is constructed from language, we all use language differently, and we all read
language differently. We each have our own personal view on language. This is called
an idiolect; it is the dialect specific to a person.
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9.2 The Limitations of Lexical-Semantics
This entire research project was focused on the vocabulary mismatch problem, as-
suming that the meaning of a search query could be inferred solely from the lexical
semantics, the meaning of individual words. Obviously, many other language features
heavily influence meaning.
Syntax
If the words are the same, the meaning can be dependent on word order.
1. Man bites dog.
2. Dog bites man.
Punctuation
Even if the word order is the same and the words are the same, the meaning can depend
on punctuation.
1. I enjoy cooking, my friends, and my dog.
2. I enjoy cooking my friends and my dog.
Pragmatics
If the words, the order, and the punctuation are the same, the meaning of a sentence
can still be dependent on the wider pragmatics not present in the sentence.
The spread of coronavirus is exacerbated for 2 reasons:
1. How dense people are.
2. How dense people are.
All of these and many other features of language were excluded to make the ex-
periments conductible. A system that accounts for word order and punctuation would
certainly perform better at text-retrieval. However, as the last example entitled Prag-
matics shows, even when accounting for many more tricks and traps of language, there
can still be edge cases with ambiguity because language is intricate.
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9.3 The Limitations of Term Matching
The focus of my research was the Term Matching Model of relevance, specifically the
issue with the vocabulary mismatch between writers of the English language. However,
it should now be apparent that directly matching terms is insufficient to determine per-
fect semantic similarity between different texts. Vocabulary similarity can, and often
does, correlate with a semantic similarity, but it cannot ever confirm a shared mean-
ing. As the mere consideration of lexemes (single terms) can only hope to encompass
lexical-semantics, it will never accommodate the wider pragmatics of communication.
The language barrier between us and information is obviously broader than a mis-
match in vocabulary. Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) can be notoriously difficult
even for fluent speakers. For example, the lexical semantics can directly oppose a
speaker’s intended meaning when employing verbal irony and sarcasm, a non-literal
meaning when using idioms and metaphors, or a subtly different meaning when using
litotes understatement, and overstated hyperbole. These rhetorical figures of speech
can cause many different kinds of miscommunication, including not getting the joke.
For the most part, this thesis has only discussed the ambiguities introduced by
the use of polysemous, homographic, and other simple binary sense relations, which
can improve WSD. However, matching the raw text is not the same as matching the
underlying word sense or meaning. If WordNet were a more accurate and complete
semantic ontology, the experiment results would certainly be better, but it would still
be a long way from being perfect.
9.4 The Limitations of Semantics
Beyond the semantic understanding of language is the pragmatic understanding, which
encompasses the wider scope of communication, the entire context between communica-
tors. The pragmatics of conversational speech is different to the pragmatics of search
engines. The pragmatics of speech include Paul Grice’s Cooperative Principle [37],
which attempts to distill the implicit communication rules we all follow when talking
to other people. A set of expected conversational norms that include quality, quantity,
manner, and relevance. When attempting to speak with clarity, speakers follow these
norms unthinkingly, by avoiding vagueness, rudeness, untruthfulness, irrelevance, and
over-talking. Similarly, when we converse with a search engine, there are also implicit
norms users follow. Most obviously is the dialect of search queries. They lack accurate
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spelling, often lack syntactic grammar, and largely comprise of simple keywords and
noun phrases.
Another important aspect of pragmatics is J. L. Austin’s Speech Act Theory [1].
Austin describes illocution, which is how language not only presents information but
it can also perform an action, including: promises, threats, compliments, offence, in-
vitations, advice, complaints, and requests. John Searle later classified Speech Acts
into four categories [97], directives, commissives, expressives, and declarations. Of
these categories directives most strongly relate to IR research, specifically the directive
requesting information.
Consider the following simple sentence “take me home”. If I spoke those three
words to a person, they would likely infer the illocutionary speech act as a directive,
an order to take me home. However, when those three words are provided to a web
search engine, a very different directive is communicated. This is because within the
context between users and search engines, there is an assumption that a search engine
cannot transport you to a different physical location. The illocutionary speech act is
probably “Can you please locate a website which can play the song: take me home?”, a
far more appropriate interpretation.1 If those three words were given to an ecommerce
search engine (e.g. TradeMe, eBay, Amazon), the illocutionary speech act would likely
be “Let me purchase a physical copy of the song: take me home”.
Term matching is a heuristic that approximates the meaning of words. While term
matching can be very effective in many cases, it’s shortcomings quickly become evident
when you try to use Google Web Search to find a movie you vaguely recall, or a song
with lyrics you misheard, or anything that exists on the tip of your tongue, or the
bottom of your memory stack. Despite these limitations, and despite the language
barriers that separate us all, it is clear that we can improve a machine’s ability to
perform semantic disambiguation to a degree. Though machines are still vastly inferior
to human levels of comprehension and will remain so until machines can perform such
advanced language tasks as deliberate miscommunication, i.e. construct a misdirection
joke.
1If you provide your Google Map’s account with your home address; Googling “take me home” will




I like to think that I am a competent speaker, that I am a good writer, that I have
a large vocabulary and the skills on how to use it—one of the sharper cookies in the
jar. I hope my High-School English teacher would be proud of how far I have come.
She spent great time, effort, and care with me, ensuring I obtained NZQA University
Entrance, including allowing me to retake the year 12 curriculum while still attending
class with my year 13 peers.
Despite the linguistic prowess I now claim to have, I will admit that I still struggle.
Grappling with language is much more difficult than I had anticipated. Largely because
I misunderstood what language is.
10.1 Language is Incomplete
In Chapter 4, I said that antonymous pairs are interdependent. One cannot exist
without the other. This made sense when I wrote it, especially when considering
complementary antonyms (e.g. alive & dead). However, this is not the case, language
is incomplete, and there are many concepts for which there does not yet exist an
antonym.
“Disambiguate” does not have an antonymous pair, no verb exists in common usage
that means “ambiguate”, the closest I can think of is “obfuscate”, but even that is a
stretch. Another example is “underwhelm”; “whelm” and “overwhelm” do not exist. It
is certainly disappointing. I had hoped it would be appointing. One could argue that
these words do indeed exist, and if my vocabulary were better, I would know them,
and the counterargument I would give is the antonym for fragility.
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Fragile things break under pressure. If it does not break under pressure, it is robust,
but something which strengthens under pressure had no word until recently.
“What does not kill me makes me stronger.”
— Friedrich Nietzsche, Twilight of the Idols
Nassim Nicholas Taleb coined the word antifragile in 2012 [103]. Many concepts that
fit the description of antifragility preexisted in the world, Nietzsche’s above aphorism;
Greek Mythology: the fabled hydra growing two heads for every decapitation; apparent
physical anomalies: non-newtonian (Thixotropic) fluid etc. But a word denoting the
concept for antifragile did not exist until 2012. Now that the word exists, it is much
easier to categorize examples that fit the description.
Not only is language incomplete, but so is our collective understanding of concepts.
1,000 years ago, the concept for survival of the fittest and death of the weakest theory
of evolution did not exist. Now it is common knowledge. I’m certain our future holds
many more ground-breaking conceptual leaps, and when they arrive, so too will new
words to describe them.
10.2 Language is Unstable
Language, it seems to me, is an invisible torrent of change. It’s a deluge. It’s a flood.
It’s ongoing inundation of alteration, constantly rushing past us in these minuscule
little increments, these tiny little fractions. Every day words fall out of favour and
are removed from dictionaries, seemingly forgotten about. Every day, new words are
coined by speakers and authors alike. New words begin life as a neologism. If the
word is popular, it will propagate from person to person until it becomes approved by
lexicographers and codified into dictionaries, immortalised and recognised officially as
an actual “word”.
Beowulf, written in Old English, contains at least 37 different words for hero [43],
but since modern English does not need all those synonyms, they have become lost
in time’s hourglass. Oftentimes, new words are created because there is a need for
them. If there is a gap in a person’s idiolect, they will use their creativity to fill it.
Metaphorization is a common method for creating words, spontaneously employing an
existing word in a figurative fashion to describe an alien concept. We can metaphorize
almost unthinkingly, such as describing an uncommon colour.
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Or maybe the neologism is planned with more intention, perhaps a portmanteau
of existing words such as: brunch, mansplain, Brexit, hermaphrodite1, and bootyli-
cious. The concatenation of existing words such as: eyeball, doublespeak, deepfake, or
some other mishmash of portmanteau, concatenation, and abbreviation like COVID-19
(Corona virus disease 2019). Perhaps words are forced to change by an administrative
entity in an effort to achieve politically correct language (nowadays called inclusive
language). Github recently renamed the “master” branch to “main”. Email blacklists
are now blocklists or denylists. The Obama administration removed all references to
“mental retardation” from their law books in favour of “intellectual disability”.
“If necessity is the mother of invention, then play is its father.”
— Steven Johnson, Wonderland
Sometimes a word is created not out of need but rather for fun. Email spam and
internet spam were named after the repetitive and annoying nature of the famous Monty
Python “spam” sketch. Big Bang was originally intended as a sarcastic diminutive to
undermine the theory. James Joyce coined the nonsense word quark, probably an
intentional misspelling of a German cheese, which physicists adopted for a subatomic
particle. In 1982, Gary Larson coined the word thagomizer in a Far Side comic depicting
a cavemen professor pointing at the tail spikes of a Stegosaur’s saying: “Now this end
is called the thagomizer ... after the late Thag Simmons.”. At the time, paleontology
lacked a word for these spikes, so thagomizer was adopted. Any cursory glance into
etymology reveals just how easily language can be influenced on a whim. Onomatopoeic
words can arise like zhuzh, janky, and yeet. Cockney rhyming slang words can graduate
from their regional dialect such as blowing a raspberry (tart, fart).
A prevalent motivation for neologisms in common speech is polite language. To
convey respectfulness, we avoid obscenities or mentioning taboo subjects directly, so
we instead use innuendo or euphemism. A euphemism is often deployed with air
quotes or raised eyebrows to convey a hidden meaning surreptitiously implied. In the
early 1900s, to avoid saying homosexual, people would instead say queer. The Irish
understate the three decade long ethno-nationalist, fanatic fueled warfare and terrorism
as “The troubles”. There are hundreds and thousands of euphemisms for sexual acts,
drug use, bodily fluids, toilet activities, aging, disease and other forms of death.
Steven Pinker explains the reason we have so many euphemistic expressions is
because of the Euphemism Treadmill (a metaphorization of his own devising). Pinker
1Hermaphrodite was the offspring of Hermes and Aphrodite
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observed that as a euphemism popularity rises, its meaning becomes more apparent
and less hidden. It becomes normalized. It begins to directly reference the taboo thing
it was designed to avoid, so another word must be coined in its place.
The Steep Café
I noticed the euphemism treadmill myself when visiting the Steep Café, which is next
to Baldwin Street, the street currently known as the steepest in the world! The barista
assumed that I was a “local” and charged me the “local price” of $3.50 for a coffee. She
then proceeded to describe to me how the “Asians” are often confused by which street
is the tourist attraction as the café is one block from Baldwin Street. It immediately
struck me as odd that she would refer to them as “Asian” and let me naturally infer from
the context that she meant “foreign language speaking tourist unable to read the English
signs”. Back in the gold rush of the 1860’s here in Otago, gold miners from China were
referred to as “Chinaman”, then after that went out of fashion, “Oriental” was adopted.
Since that term has now become unfashionable, “Asian” is its replacement. People have
again begun to feel weird about referencing people by their ethnic appearance and will
soon move onto a different word, possibly “Eastern”... and yet still charge them $5.50
for a coffee, as a kind of foreigner tax.
I have no intent to ever visit the Steep Café again, except only to suggest their
staff should probably circumvent the Euphemistic Treadmill and instead use the word
“tourist”, but they have not yet reopened since the first COVID lockdown.
10.3 Language is Inconsistent
Our conventional understanding of phrases and compound words is that their meaning
is a combination of their constituent parts. However, many words do not mean what
they seem.
“the Holy Roman Empire was neither holy, nor Roman, nor an Empire.”
— Voltaire
Greenland is mostly ice land, and Iceland is mostly green land. Who named North
Korea the “Democratic People’s Republic of Korea”? Would it be more accurate to
refer to it as the “Kleptocratic Tyrant’s Dictatorship of Korea”? Why do we park on
a driveway but drive on a parkway?.
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“Inflammable means flammable? What a country!”
— Dr Nick, The Simpsons, Season 12 Episode 18
Even more troublesome than words that mean something different from what they
seem are words that simultaneously mean what they seem AND mean their own oppo-
site. Auto-antonym or contronym (against name) often arise from statements written
in irony, where the literal sense directly opposes the author’s intended sense. My
favourite example comes from Bugs Bunny when he called Porky Pig a Nimrod, an
allusion to a great hunter from the Bible, intended as a sarcastic statement to de-
mean Porky’s hunting skills. Not only has nimrod entered the vocabulary of colloquial
American English as an insult for an unskilled or inept person, but it has also become
dictionary-codified (Oxford, Merriam-Webster, Google Dictionary).
“A towel gets wetter as it dries.”
The verb “to dry” is a contronym, it can mean moisture leaving (evaporation) or
moisture entering (saturation). A recent addition to the contronym family is “literally”,
a word that can be used for hyperbolic emphasis, as in the example: “Now that I’m 40
years old, I’m literally minutes from death”. Many people would abhor this twisted use
of language, especially in this particular instance. However, it is not our responsibility
to impose our own rules on how natural language should be used. Even if we tried, we
would probably fail catastrophically, as proven by the French, with their L’Académie
Française. They would never admit it as an unmitigated failure, only that it is an
interminable project.
10.4 Language is Misleading
The strong form of the Sapir Whorf hypothesis suggests that language influences and
limits our thinking [115]. The hypothesis is contentious [41], nobody has effectively
proven or disproven if the the rules of speech influence how we think, but it is undeniable
that our thoughts influence our speech.
The current state of cognitive linguistics believes that we represent a mental schema
of concepts from which we derive words and phrases. The theory is that the automatic
way we use language can reveal our underlying mental representations that we ourselves
are sometimes unaware of [57; 56; 79]. Some believe you can judge a person by how they
speak and the words they choose to use; whether this is accurate or fair is debatable.
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“one’s true character can be gleaned from how one treats wait staff.”
— The Waiter Rule (Conventional Wisdom)
Many racial epithets and ethnic slurs, are meronyms, words that reduce a person
down to a body part typical of their ethnicity (Black, Brown, Darkie, Redneck, Red-
skin, Round-eye, Slant-eye, Slope-head, Thicklips, Wetback, Yellow, White, Whitey).
These terms exist for every demographic of humans imaginable: age, gender, sex, race,
nationality, religion, occupation, deprivation, educational level, socioeconomic status
etc. What many of these offending meronyms share is that they are objectifying. This
process of objectifying is assumed to represent an internal mental process that disre-
spectfully degrades a person from a sentient being with feelings down to a mere object.
If you heard someone use this kind of language with sincerity to describe a person, you
would be right to avoid them.
Student Teacher
In High-School we had a young and attractive student-teacher for a term. Her classes
would sometimes devolve into disorder as many young males would act up to get her
attention or provide her with untoward attention. I distinctly remember once in gym
class, she attempted to establish dominance by referring to the class of young boys
as “ladies” and claim she had “more balls” than any of them. Was she reinforcing
the gender norms that associate dominance with masculinity and submissiveness with
femininity? Was she unaware of her own sublimated bigotry? Was her sexist language
evidence of genuinely held sexist beliefs? Or was she just being linguistically lazy,
merely repeating phrases without consideration of their subtext?
10.5 Language is Ill-Defined
There have been many attempts to fix the shortcomings of language, invent new words
where none existed, create exceptions for grammar rules and spelling rules, even re-
defining definition! That’s right, something as fundamental as word definition recently
required redefinition.
In Chapter 4, I defined word definition as every condition which is necessary and
sufficient to uniquely identify it. This has recently become outdated. This obsolete
definition can be found in the MIT Press textbook Linguistics, an Introduction to Lan-
guage and Communication; specifically, the 5th edition (2001) pages 235-236, under
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The Sense Theory of Meaning. However, the 6th edition (2010) of the same textbook
only mentions necessary and sufficient conditions to discredit it. Specifically, page 444,
where it cites cognitive psychologist Eleanor Rosch and her Prototype Theory [94; 93].
She explains how semantic categories are fuzzy at their boundaries and category mem-
bership is inconsistent. The textbook also cites experimental evidence that supports
Prototype Theory. So, sometime in the past few decades, our understanding of seman-
tics fundamentally changed because of the groundbreaking work done by Rosch in the
1970s. Around the same time IR researchers were first attempting simple stemming.
The most concrete examples I can provide to discredit our previous definition of
definition comes from the world of biology, the Genus–differentia definition. The sci-
entific definition of avian or bird cannot include the condition have wings because it
is not necessary, as the New Zealand Moa —a now extinct flightless bird— lacks even
vestigial wings but is genetically within the avian classification. Nor can the defini-
tion of fish include has no legs, as the Triglidae (or Gurnard) indeed has legs. six
legs evidently evolved from the phalanges of its pectoral fins used to aid underwater
locomotion on the seafloor. The Genus–differentia definition is composed of two parts,
a classic definition of genus, which includes necessary and sufficient conditions, and a
defferentia part which catches the exceptions, i.e. birds without wings and fish with
legs.
10.6 Language is Imprecise
Our ability to describe how language works is imprecise, this is clear when exploring the
outer edges and darker corners of linguistics. How do you assign semantics for a double-
entendre? Can a statement have two simultaneous semantic definitions? How do you
assign semantics for a paradox? Can a statement have a super-position of contradictory
meanings? or does it belong to a special category of undecidable semantics? There are
various theories to answer these in Philosophy of Language, but they don’t even feature
in textbooks on Linguistics. Nowadays, puns and paradoxes are categorised as rhetoric
and sophistry and outside expectations of conventional communication and so ignored
by linguistics. Which is fair. I do not even know anybody who could speak a paradox,
though I’m sure they’d make for a good conversationalist. Personally, I would never
claim to be a good conversationalist, though I do regularly prove it.
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10.7 Language is Subjective
I was taught how to speak as a child by adults much older than me, they were wiser
than me, they knew everything about anything. Whenever I misspoke, they corrected
me, and I assumed that their corrective judgement referenced some source of truth,
an objectively defined language that one can learn. I thought this objective language
had been captured in books, codified in dictionaries and grammar textbooks, but I was
wrong. I know this because if I offer my family members a “camel”, my uncle and niece
will get excited at the proposition because my uncle is a smoker, and my niece loves an-
imals. Language is subjective; we all learn the word “camel” through usage in context.
All of language is learned from our own unique experiences. Language doesn’t come
from dictionaries as they aren’t a source of truth. They are stamp collections, outdated
and obsolete before they’ve been printed. Nobody reads a dictionary to expand their
vocabulary; people only read the dictionary to settle scrabble disagreements.
I was taught that if a misunderstanding occurs one should blame either the speaker
or the listener — the speaker’s inability to communicate with clarity or the listener’s
inability to listen properly. I never thought language itself caused trouble and strife.
Due to the subjective nature of language, from within our minds, the language we use
has the illusion of being fit for communication. However, when viewed from a distance,
it becomes clear that language is, inconsistent, imprecise, and incomplete. Trying to
remove these errors from language using language: is like trying to remove salt from
the ocean using a sieve made of salt.
Before I started this thesis, I incorrectly assumed language as a tool was complete.
During this thesis, I incorrectly assumed linguistics as a field was complete. I wonder if
any linguists consider search engine technology complete, or maybe I’m the only näıve
idiot in academia.
10.8 Language is Not Thought
In the introduction of this thesis, when discussing semantics, I claimed that words and
meaning (Signs and Signified) were tightly interconnected like the two sides of a Möbius
strip. Thought however, is an entirely different entity. Thoughts pre-exist language.
Babies can think without language, animals can think without language, and ancestral
humans all once thought without language.
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Our thoughts can be difficult to express accurately. In contrast, our feelings are
much easier to express. We can express our feelings in any number of ways, with a
dance, a poem, a song, a single tear cascading down a rosy cheek in a dimly lit, wintery
park. However, the only way we can express our thoughts are in words. We all know
thoughts do not sit easily in words. We’ve all had a thought in our head at some point
and considered it an intellectual insight, a majestic marvel, but as soon as we speak
that thought, we watch it topple to the floor like an errant ice cream cone.
Thought and language are two very different mediums. Thought is a capricious,
flighty, transient bumble-bee. Ever fluctuating, ever-changing, smoke on the wind,
sunlight through rain, sand through your fingers. Language, in contrast, is a flat-
footed monkey playing with mud in a dirty bucket. Trying to capture the nuance and
the complexity of thought into the lumpen stone prose of language is like trying to
convince that monkey to put his bucket down, wash his hands, pick up a fishing rod,
and catch the wind.
Even the most talented writers can struggle to capture the complexity of thought
into language because when one writes, one can only ever say a single thing at a time.
That’s all any of us can ever do, but that’s not how any of us think. Nobody thinks one
thought at a time. No matter how seemingly simple, every single thought we have may
be surrounded by an endless spider diagram of other interconnected thoughts spiralling
off and happening almost simultaneously. Sub-clauses, caveats, counter-arguments, non
sequiturs2. This means if we try and lift any thought out of that spiralling nexus and
render it in language, it becomes facile. It becomes clumsy. It becomes redundant.
Because it is no longer one of those many things our mind tripped upon in that complex
nanosecond of thought, it becomes rendered in language. It becomes “what we think”,
and it becomes accessible by other people to be misunderstood.
Truth exists, it is real, it is certain, and precise, but the very moment you attempt
to distil truth into language, something is lost in the process. Language is an insuf-
ficient tool to capture the observations of our reality. Language at its best can only
ever hope to resemble the shadows of truth, and at a distance, the silhouette may
appear authentic. But when investigated closer, it becomes obvious that it is empty of
substance.
2In the first draft, I misspelled “non sequitur” so badly my spellchecker suggested “non-secateurs”.
I briefly imagined how difficult it would be to trim a hedge with non-secateurs and concluded it would
be impossible as they would be non-secateurs
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To answer the implicit thesis question: “Can we remove the language barrier that
separates us from machines?” — No, we cannot even remove the language barrier
that separates you and me, or one from themselves, because the barrier is made of
language. A language barrier is not a static, structured, unmoving brick wall but is
instead a chaotic, unkempt, entangled, bramblous vine, which grows ceaselessly into
unfathomable circuitous complexities that intermingle with itself into a multiplicity
of unexpected self-intersecting impossibilities, and we cannot stop it. It is, however,
a noble task to ensure these vines are arranged more orderly than they were before.
We can structure the underlying trellis to encourage growth conducive to the clarity
of communication; growth that allows the transmission of information, knowledge,
wisdom, and truth across the grapevine and into the future.
Thank you very much for reading my thesis, I hope you enjoyed it.
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Appendix A
Google’s Query Expansion Patents
Figure A.1: About 329 patents referencing “query expansion” owned by Google Inc
US-9002869-B2 Machine translation for query expansion
US-8521761-B2 Transliteration for query expansion
US-9146967-B2 Multi-stage query processing system and method for use with...
US-9165033-B1 Efficient query rewriting
US-9053115-B1 Query image search
US-8135619-B2 Increasing a number of relevant advertisements using a...
US-9619565-B1 Generating content snippets using a tokenspace repository
US-9323806-B2 Clustering query refinements by inferred user intent
US-8600975-B1 Query phrasification
US-8255949-B1 Television program targeting for advertising
CN-102349087-B Automatically providing content associated with captured information...
CN-101796480-B Integrating external related phrase information into a phrase-based...
US-8612427-B2 Information retrieval system for archiving multiple document versions
US-9037573-B2 Phase-based personalization of searches in an information retrieval...
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US-7617205-B2 Estimating confidence for query revision models
US-7870147-B2 Query revision using known highly-ranked queries
US-7636714-B1 Determining query term synonyms within query context
US-7565345-B2 Integration of multiple query revision models
US-7346615-B2 Using match confidence to adjust a performance threshold
US-8738553-B1 Image selection based on image quality
US-9652483-B1 Index server architecture using tiered and sharded phrase posting lists
US-9183226-B2 Image classification
US-9355169-B1 Phrase extraction using subphrase scoring
CN-102226901-B Phrase-based searching in an information retrieval system
CN-101133388-B Multiple index based information retrieval system
US-7426507-B1 Automatic taxonomy generation in search results using phrases
US-7580929-B2 Phrase-based personalization of searches in an information retrieval...
US-8996527-B1 Clustering images
US-7702614-B1 Index updating using segment swapping
CN-101313300-B Local search
US-8825571-B1 Multiple correlation measures for measuring query similarity
US-2005149499-A1 Systems and methods for improving search quality
US-9251206-B2 Generalized edit distance for queries
US-7925655-B1 Query scheduling using hierarchical tiers of index servers
US-8452763-B1 Extracting and scoring class-instance pairs
US-8832132-B1 Personalizing search queries based on user membership in social...
US-9047622-B1 Delivering content to users based on advertisement interaction type
JP-2006048683-A Phrase identification method in information retrieval system
JP-2006048685-A Indexing method based on phrase in information retrieval system
JP-2006048686-A Generation method for document explanation based on phrase
CN-108139849-A For the action suggestion of user in selecting content
US-9916396-B2 Methods and systems for content-based search
US-9195741-B2 Triggering music answer boxes relevant to user search queries
US-9507826-B1 Generating real-time search results
US-8086594-B1 Bifurcated document relevance scoring
KR-20160010652-A Identifying inadequate search content
US-10169751-B2 System and method for point of sale transaction logging
US-2008270364-A1 Expansion rule evaluation
US-8995716-B1 Image search results by seasonal time period
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CN-107092615-A Query suggestion from document
US-9767169-B1 Enhancing search results for improved readability
US-8463783-B1 Advertisement selection data clustering
US-8898148-B1 Targeting to physical environment
US-8515731-B1 Synonym verification
US-2006230005-A1 Empirical validation of suggested alternative queries
US-9514223-B1 Synonym identification based on categorical contexts
US-2015370833-A1 Visual refinements in image search
US-8832096-B1 Query-dependent image similarity
US-2013018723-A1 Search-aware conditional bidding on advertisement display
CN-105706135-A Supporting voting-based campaigns in search
US-9218369-B2 Ranking image search results using hover data
US-9270712-B2 Managing moderation of user-contributed edits
US-8909625-B1 Image search
US-8538979-B1 Generating phrase candidates from text string entries
US-9286405-B2 Index-side synonym generation
US-8027938-B1 Discriminative training in machine learning
EP-2073131-A1 Method and apparatus for processing a search query for text content...
CN-108463816-A Prevent from forbidding the distribution of Web content by using...
US-9286395-B1 Modifying query in discourse context
US-2016307000-A1 Index-side diacritical canonicalization
US-10339144-B1 Search operation adjustment and re-scoring
US-10460348-B1 Selection of content items based on internet activity data aggregated...
US-8918381-B1 Selection criteria diversification
US-9311362-B1 Personal knowledge panel interface
US-2015088859-A1 Click magnet images
US-10122983-B1 Creating a video for an audio file
US-6411950-B1 Dynamic query expansion
US-6502091-B1 Apparatus and method for discovering context groups and document...
US-6385600-B1 System and method for searching on a computer using an evidence...
US-9501571-B1 Category generalization for search queries
AU-2011247862-A1 Integration of multiple query revision models
US-10691747-B2 Association of data items and objects
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